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Crack Arrests
•

Local police charge eight

By BILL KACZOR
Associated Press Writer
PENSACOLA, Ha. (AP) —
Police Sgt. Kenneth Franks was
stunned when a well-dressed man
in a coat and tie calmly said be
had just shot someone.
That man was Michael F. Griffin, on trial for the murder of Dr.
David Gikny-tast March behind a
Pensacola clinic where he had
performed abortions, Franks and
Officer Bernd. Jablonski testified
Tuesday.
"My initial reaction when he
made the statement was to not-believe him because of his
demeanor and the way he was
dressed," Franks said.
Griffin, 32, an anti-abortion
activist and former Pensacola
chemical plant worker, is accused
of shooting Gunn, 47, of Eufaula,
Ala., three times in the back
when he arrived for work at Pensacola Women's Medical Services. Testimony was to continue
STACEY CROOKtedger S Times pholo
today.
Steve Jackson, 44, of Pine Street (left) is escorted to the Murray
Jablonski said he was inside
Police Department Tuesdat.,14 Sgt. Mike Jump after a grand jury
the clinic after responding to a
Indicted Jackson on charges of complicity to traffic crack cocaine.
complaint about an anti-abortion
demonstration and did not hear
the shots. He went outside and
met Franks, who had justarrived
to assist him with the protest,
when Griffin walked up to them.
, "He looked at us and he said,
'I just shot someone behind the
building.' " Jablonski testified.
"Initially, I was quite shocked to
By AMY WILSON
called blue boxes because inforhear that.
Staff Writer
mation is placed in blue boxes,
Griffin repeated his .statement,
Until Murray State University contain a collection of informasaid Franks, who then went to the
tion that the faculty assemble to
faculty receive a 3 percent salary
back of the clinic. There, he
increase, tenured faculty will not give examples of their teaching
found Gunn still alive but mortalbe required to complete a portfo- abilities and their philosophies.
ly wounded and radioed for an
Evaluations made by the stulio typically used for evaluation.
ambulance. Gunn died later that
dents must be included.
In a 16 to 10 vote Tuesday, the
day at a nearby hospital.
Faculty Senate passed a resoluAccording to the resolution,
Jablonski said when he heard
tion indicating that it will not be "In view of the overwhelming
Franks. confirm someone had
mandatory for tenured faculty to
negative sentiment of the faculty
been shot he read Griffin his
continue the evaluation process, responding to the portfolio
rights not to make any statements
which generated much
survey, the Academic Policies
discussion.
Committee recommends that
The portfolios, which are
•See Page 2A
implementation of the portfolio

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Murray police arrested eight
people in less than 24 hours on
charges relating to the distribution of crack cocaine.
For more than a year big-city
drug dealers have been infiltrating Murray and selling their
drugs — mostly to people who
receive government assistance.
Murray Police Det. Capt.
Rickey Latimer, who heads up
drug enforcement, ,said inner
city dealers have discovered a
demand for crack cocaine in
Murray without all the
competition.
"These guys come in a day or
two before the (government)
checks come in on the first and
third days of the month,"
Latimer said.
Two men, Billy Lloyd of
Pontiac, Mich., and Billy Bennett of Toledo, Ohio, were
arrested Monday night in a local motel and charged with trafficking in crack cocaine.
Murray resident Tina Cavitt,
24; of LIP. Miller Street, was

Officer Alvin Parham processes
Clifford Hutcherson, who was
arrested on charges of trafficking
In marijuana and crack cocaine.
with the men Monday night.
She was also charged with trafficking in cocaine.
...Five local residents were

Senate votes against portfolios
system be at the option of individual departments, and not made
mandatory across campus, until
raise money past 3 percent is
available."
Sally DuFord, chairman of the
Academic Policies Committee
and associite professor of home
economics, said her committee
conducted a survey of the faculty
about the value of the portfolios
and the results were negative.
"I think the reason they are
negative is that there is no money
available to reward those who

receive -favorable evaluations,"
DuFord said.
What is placed in the blue boxes is left up to the individual, but
DuFord said the portfolios are
standardized, in their basic
cornponents.
"You can't equate graphic arts
with philosophy," she said.
"These portfolios are supposed to
help us improve our teaching and
act as an impetus for being more
progressive."
See Page 2A

Israel disarms few
extremist settlers
JERUSALEM (AP) — 4srael
disarmed a few extremist Jewish
settlers today and ordered others
to stay out of Palestinian areas in
the latest effort to reduce tension
following the massacre in a
Hebron mosque.
Clashes with Israeli soldiers
broke out in Hebron again when
the army eased the curfew for
two hours to allow people to
shop, and a 17-year-old Palestinian was killed by a bullet in the
neck. A young Arab also died in
a clash with troops in Jericho,
another West Bank town.
Radical Muslim groups called
for all-out revenge attacks on
Israelis. A leaflet from the Hamas
movement urged Palestinians to
"let the gun and machine gun

The youth in Jericho was killed
by soldiers when a mob of about
400 people calling for the deaths
of Jews attacked army vehicles
and a police station with stones.
As his body was carried away,
Arabs chanted "Reven
reyenge!" and shouted "Tlie
start of killing the pigs has
begun."
At least 50 Palestinians were
wounded or injured while fighting with Israeli troops in the
West Bank and Gaza Strip, hospitals reported.
Israel radio said seven settlers
from communities around Nablus
in the north were disarmed and
given orders to stay out of Palestinian areas. Several dozen set-

speak."

II See Page 2A

AMY WILSON/Ledge( & Times photo

Employees of Fitts Block and Ready LIN Co. pour concrete at the corner of Eighth and Poplar struts In
preparation of a new facility for the Murray-Calloway County Ambulance Department.

Brady law finds felons trying to purchase guns
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Four people who applied to buy
handguns in Kentucky were
turned down on the first day of
the Brady law because they were
found to have felony convictions,

•I

a Kentucky State Police official
said.
The four were among 156 people who applied to purchase
handguns on Monday, said Dana
Winkel, a supervisor in the state

police's firearms-application unit.
Three of the four felons were
from Louisville, and the other
was from Lexington, Winkel
said. One of the prospective buyers — apparently unaware that he

said.
had been convicted of a felony —
The new law gives lawfiled an appeal, she said.
enforcement authorities five days
Two of the four had been conto check the backgrounds of
victed of theft, one of receiving
stolen property and the other of
possessing narcotics, Winkel • See Page 2A

arrested Tuesday on grand jury
indictments charging them with
drug -related offenses.
•Mike Foster, 21, Ash Street,
— two counts of trafficking in
crack cocaine. He was lodged in
the Calloway County Jail in lieu
of a $20,000 cash or approved
surety bond.
*Patsy M. Hutcherson, 39,
Spruce Street, — one count of
trafficking in marijuana less
than eight ounces and one count
of trafficking in crack cocaine.
Her bond was set at 520,000
cash or approved surety.
*Clifford Hutcherson, 42,
Spruce Street, — one count of
jrafficking in marijuana and two
counts of trafficking in crack
- cocaine. - At the time of - his
arrest, Clifford Hutcherson was
also charged with being in possession of crack cocaine. He
was lodged in the Calloway
County Jail in lieu of $20,000
cash or approved surety.
*Steve Jackson, 44, Pine
Street, — one count of complic•See Page 2A

House
suspends
business
for Natcher
WASHINGTON (AR)
The House stopp.d all legislative business so the most faithful voter in its history, Rep.
William H. Natchez., D-Ky,
could receive hospital treatment without ending his record
of more than 18,000 straight
votes.
House leaders made the
decision to suspend all legislative action for the day Tuesday
• after Natcher, 84, indicated he
was ready to leave Bethesda
Naval Hospital, where he Is
receiving treatment, so he
wouldn't miss a vote.
"This is a human institution
that has to pay attention to
human needs within the institution, and that's what we try
to do today," Majority Leader
Richard Gephardt, D-Mo., said
in announcing a postponement
of votes on a pending education bill.
The Republican leadership
appeared in full agreement
with the decision, with Minority Leader Robert Michel, Rill., saying that it was the right
decision because of Natcher's
special place in the House.
Michel said it was proper to
stand behind "a prince of the
House."
House Speaker Tom Foley,
-D-Wash., said the voting
recess would be for one day
only, because "obviously
there is a limit to the number
of days that we can delay
action in the House."
He said he couldn't recall
any similar instance where
House business was stopped
because of the illness of ono
member. House historians
agreed that at no time in their

• See

Page 2
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• Recycling Program begins March
5 from 8 a m to 5 p m in the city-county
park's parking lot Plastic, glass, cardboard and aluminum will be accepted
Drop-off areas will be set up in three
locations following the kick-off Newspaper will be accepted Saturday only

SPECIAL

IN Murray State head coach Scott Edgar

II Spring fire season Is In effect and
continues Through May 15 During this
time it is illegal to bum between midnight
and 4 30 p m Forestry officials will be
conducting air surveillance to check for
illegal burning Ron Talent, forest ranger
in Calloway County, asks residents to
bUrn after 4 30 pm on days that are not
too dry Of windy
_

was named the 1993-94 Onto Valley
Conference Coach of the Year. but Rac er Marcus Brown could not top Tennessee State's Carlos Rogers as OVC Rayer of the Year
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Griffin...

•Crack arrests...

FROM PAGE IA
and have a Lawyer. told him he
was under arrest and asked who
he had shot. Griffin replied.
•'David Gunn" he said.
Defense lawyer Robert Kangas asked Circuit Judge John
Pandits= to declare a mistrial or
instruct the jury to ignore
Jablonski's testimony about Gnitin identifying the V KUM because
that pan of the defendant's statement came after be had been read
his rights Pamham denied his
motions

seen Gnffin fire the gun that
killed Gunn last March 10 behind
an abortion clinic.

only prosecution witness claiming to have actually seen Griffin
fire the gun

"I heard three pops." Della
Lindsey recalled. "The first pop
got my attention, and then I saw
the man shooting."

She and a lawn maintenance
man, who testified Monday. said
they saw Griffin drop a revolver
near Gunn's body. Other witnesses have testified they saw Griffin near the back of the clinic past
before the shooting

She identified Griffin in court
but said that at the time of the
shooting she was about 200 feet
away and unable to sec his target
She said she saw only feet clad in
white shoes, possibly sneakers,
on the ground

On cross-examination, Ms
Lindsey denied suggestions by
Kerrigan that she only had presumed Griffin was the shooter
because she saw him a few
minutes later, in a police car after
he had been arrested.

Ms. Lindsey. who worked at
the Tall Elegance shop in the
same commercial complex, is the

Earlier Tuesday. a clothing
store clerk told jurors she had

IIII Israel disarms...
Middle East war.
Shai Ratak; spokesman for the
settler.' council in the occupied
West Bank and Gata Strip, complained --thaa some of those
targeted "hase not done anything
wrong...
Some 120.000 Jews live in 144_
settlements -in- the -terii-tonell
which are home to 1.8 million
Palestinians.
Meanwhile, the government
has put its embassies abroad on
alert for possible terrorist attacks.
Army-radio said the order was
issued after anonymous phone
calls and intelligence reports
indicated possible plans for such
attacks.
Palestinians have called for the
closing of ill Jewish settlements
and deploying an international
force to protect Arabs in the
occupied lands.

obtaining guns from hard-line
ssmpathizers if they wanted.
Although the seizure falls tar
short of Palestinian demands that
all settlers be disarmed, the
action is the harshest since Jews
began moving into the terntones
after their capture by Israel from
Jordan and Egypt in the 1967

FROM PAGE IA
tiers from Hebron and acerb)
areas ort.the West Bank have also
been given orders limiting their
movements.
Police took away the settlers
4un permits and weapons found
r•ar at their homes But disarmed militants would have little trouble

COME SEE
_THE DR. JAMES DOBSON FILM
"Power in Parenting: The Adolescent"
With Discussion Leader:
•
Mr. Derrell Smothers of the
Estes Psychological Services
at

First Christian Church
111 North 5th St.
This Sunday, March 6 from 2 p.m. to

4

pm

We are pleased to announce that

MONEY ONE CREDIT
has opened in Murray.
The office will be managed by

Mike Kingins
and assistant manager

Donna Lovett

Donna Lovett

Mike Kingins
4‘P

•

We Specialize In •

PERSONAL LOANS • HOME IMPROVEMENT • CONSOLIDATION
BOATS • VACATION • CAMPERS • MOBILE HOMES
NEW & USED CARS AND TRUCKS
For your next loan. stop by and see Mike or Donna_
You wW receive fast arid courteous service from extra fine people.
Hours: Monday-Thursday 9-5 • Friday 9-5:30

MONEY ONE CREDIT
704 North 12th St.. Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, By. 42071 • 753-7456 • 1-600-535-2317
"Loans For Any Reason"
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FROM PAGE IA
ity to traffic is crack cocaine. His
bond is S5,000 cash or approved
surety.
*Gary Sims, 30, Chestnut
Street. — one count of trafficking
in crack cocaine. He is being held
on a 225,000 cash or approved
surety bond.
Latimer said the majority of
crack cocaine sales are in the
Douglass community.
"These guys (Lloyd and Bennett) have been doing this for
several months," he said.
Last week when the men
arrived for their .monthly sales,
Latimer said he found many buyers had received rapid refund
income tax checks and had
mones to spend.
"They sold out and then they
went hack (to Detroit) to get
more and then came in for the
first of the month." LauTh said.
When Latimer arid/ Det.
Alexander attempted to arrest the
men in their motel room. Latirner
said he heard the men flushing
Lthc•._ebliarriock.
When officers entered the
room, Latimer said they found
several rocks of crack cocaine
around the commode along with
some rocks _w_the commode .basin _
.that had not been flushed.
"Det. Alexander retrieved
those rocks from the commode,"
he said.
Crack cocaine is a popular
drug in Murray DOW. Latimer said
there was hardly any crack in
Murray 2V3 years ago. Then,
dealera—sold mostly powder
cocaine.
Crack cocaine is sold in a rock

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

FROM PAGE 1A
DuEord said the reason the
resblution includes only tenured
faculty is because the portfolios
are a way for non-tenured faculty
to demonstrate their abilities,
which could aid in obtaining
teDure.
' "I was .opposed to the resolution in the committee and I am
opposed to it ridirr•-said Marlene
• Campbell, associate prolesSor of
computer science and information
'systems. "This comes across as
saying if you give me some extra
funds, I'll consider doing it. It
Just doesn't sit well with me."
Paul 'Sasso, associate professor
of art, said he supports eliminat-,
ing the blue box system.
"To me, the resolution.smacks
too much of politics," he said.
When the portfolio system was
'developed a few years ago, its
goal was to ensure that promotion
would be based on teaching, in

FROM PAGE 1
memory had the House taken
such action.
_Natcher, the chairman of the
House Appropriations Committee, has not .missed 'a vote since
he was first elected to Congress
in 1953. His record stands at
18,397.
He has been in and out of hospitals during the past few weeks,
leaving last week and appearing

NOM NOM 1MM WIWI MIN MEN NMI MN NEM MINI MINN

EXAMINATION

DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
Low Back Pair
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5
6
7
8

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9
10
11
12

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain Down Legs
Muscle Spasms

13
14
15
16

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, profesesonal chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains

Dr. Dennis 1. Hoskin, D.C.

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more it will include a chiropractic orthopedic test.
a chiro;wactic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an
Sitilminaboh for restncled or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a
privets consultabon with the dOCtOr to discuss the results

This entire exarnirlabon is FREE
N you want more care and
treatment, we do all the paperwork.

CALL tor your FREE appololonot NOW!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
16 mimm um mu Imp

um me am um am

on thealoThsst floor' in a wheelchair so he could keep his voting
record intact.
In a statement released Tuesday, he said: "I developed an
intestinal problem in the past few
days that requires nonsurgical
treatment for the next approximately 24 hours. It is my intention to return to Capitol - Hill
tomorrow."
The hospital would say only

that the congressman's condition
was "stable."
Gephardt said Natcher had
indicated he planned to suspend
treatment he was to undergo so
that he could appear for votes on
the House floor.
"We felt that it was important
that he get that treatment quickly
so that he can get back on his
feet quickly," Gephardt said.

CALL NOW
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU
EME NMI MIN

ary James Brady, who was critically wounded during the 1981
assassination attempt on President Reagan.
Most of Monday's applicants
were from Fayette and Jefferson
counties, Winkel said.
"Everything went smoothly
Lonsidering the time we had to
prepare," she said. "We have
two fax machines running
constantly."
As many as 400 applications a
day — or 100,000 a year — are
expected in Kentucky, said Chris

Johnson, assistant general
counsel for the state Justice
Cabinet. Gun dealers can send in
applications by fax or mail, he
said.
Craig Brown, office operations
manager for Davis Center in
Louisville, said nobody tried to
buy a handgun there Tuesday but
several people were surprised to
find they had to wait five days tO
get guns out of hock.
"Nobody was happy about it,
but some people were angrier
than others," he said.

, WIN Se Monday, March 7
Denim)
SOUthern %Mee in Murray
10-11 a.m. • Phone: 502-753-1423
afamatuai On*, el I PIM
We Furnish Your Hauling Containers
To Piece An Order, Cell The awe Above Ow Cell:
1-800-247-2615

MINENTUIMINT FON /14 ME WARM EXAMONATKPI 011 1111FAMIEW •

759-1116

France said the higher occupancy will offset any rising CpSI.S.
*Passed a resolution endorsing
the administration's position
recommending that 5100 be
deducted each semester from
housing costs for children or
dependents of faculty and staff.

FISH -FOR POND STOCKING

ono-iinstm °unarms PoiCV Pnotscra you -rsii'Arson No V OThilePl MASON PIESPOPAISLE iORPAYAKKY 14A8 A MAR YOWLS( TO PAY.CAACC.PAYMENT OP
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"The faculty don't object to
being evaluated," she said. "I
think the timing of implementing
the blue box came at a bad time
with a 2 percent pay cut and the
insurance situation. I think this
was like the straw that broke the
camel's back."
A copy of the resolution will
be forwarded to Dr. James Booth,
provost and vice president for

academic and student affairs.
In other business, the Faculty
Senate:
*Passed a resolution recommending that housing costs for all
entering students be retained at
the level in which the student
enrolls.
"This would allow students to
enter into a contractual agreement
indicating their costs will remain
the same until they either leave
school or graduate," said Ray
Conklin, professor -of music. "I
think this is a great way for us to
retain students and recruit
students."

Aren'tYou Ivm•mi
Glad There'sIMS

FREE

301 N. 12th Street
( University Square)
MUM", Ky. 42071

addition to research and service.
"This whole system was developed at the request of the faculty," DuFord said. "We've been
working on the evaluation system
for several years and I think we
have lost sight of the fact that
faculty wanted this process."
Nancey France, assistant professor of nursing and Faculty
Senate president, said although
the resolution will be received
well with the faculty, the upper
administration will be displeased.

•Brady law...
FROM PAGE IA
handgun buyers. It is named after
former White House press secret-
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•Natcher...

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16
'
2
3
4

to the grand jury indictment for
trafficking when officers executed the arrest warrant Monday
night.
He pleaded WI guilty and was
appointed a public defender. He
is being held on a $5,000 cash
bond. Bennett is also under a
$25,000 cash bond on the grand
Jury indictment.
Cavitt was released on a
$5,000 unsecured bond. She was
also appointed a public defender.
A preliminary hearing is set for
both people March 8.
Lloyd will be arraigned on the
indictment March II. He is being
held on a S25,000 cash bond.
Three other alleged crack dealers were arrested late last year.
Larry E. Casher, 37, of Detroit,
Mich., was arrested Nov. 29 and
charged with two counts of trafficking in crack cocaine. At the
time of his arrest, police found
approximately eight grams of
crack cocaine in Casher's
possession.
Casher's 1992 Ford Thunderbird was confiscated.
Two days later, Dec. I, police
arrested Eric Sanders, 21, of
Milan, Tenn., and James Sanders,
32, of Humboldt, Tenn., and
charged them with trafficking in
crack_ cocaine.
Eric' Sanders was also charged
with carrying a concealed weapon after police found a .380-caliber semi-automatic pistol in his
possession at the time of the
arrest.
Police confiscated several
rocks of crack cocaine, 51,700 in
cash and a 1982 Camaro IROC.
AR-three -cases arc pending in
Calloway Circuit Court.

•Portfolios...

FREE

$30

form, which the user smokes.
' Latimer said crack is cheaper
and more addictive. The average
"high" lasts approximately 30
minutes.
"They (users) will buy four of
five rocks and smoke it. died Sei
buy some more," LaUmer said.
He said because crack as highly
addictive, the demand for the
drug is great. Even when one
dealer gets caught, there are several more who have drugs to sell,
Latimer said.
"We keep getting the crack
dealers. We're making the
arrests," Latimer said. "But once
we've knocked them out, new
guys will come in and take over
their customers."
Latimer said the customers primarily live on government aid.
Single mothers are spending
entfre checks, about S750 a
month, on crack, he said.
"They're supposed to be
spending that money on food for
their kids, but the crack dealers
are getting it," he said.
As competition gets tougher in
larger cities, Latimer said more
dealers will try to set up shop in
smaller communities where they
can mark up the price of the
drug.
"A SIO.rock in.Detroit will go
for about S30 in :Murray," he
said.
Meanwhile, Bennett and Cavitt
appeared in Calloway District
Court Tuesday morning for
arraignment.
Bennett, who told the court his
legal name is Willie Ray Seay,
was arraigned on charges of possession of a controlled substance..
The possession charge was added
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Hickman Chamber backs
Missouri ferry plans
HICKMAN, Ky.(AP) — Rising cosu forced the o vner to beach
the ferry between Hickman and Dorena. Mo., in 1991, but Missouri
is working on plans for a new one, using federal funds.
The Mississippi County (Mo.) Port Authority is applying for a
grant to finance the project, said aathority Chairman Ron
Crenshaw.
At present, the only crossings available to travelers in western
Kentucky, southeast Missouri and northwest Tennessee are bridges
at Cairo, Ill., and Dyersburg, Tenn.
Crenshaw estimated it will coat $225,000- to $250,000 to buy a
barge and towboat and re-establish the ferry across the Mississippi
River.
"We want to be sure we have (a ferry) of significant size to take
care not only of cars but of 18-wheel trucks as well," he said.
Hickman Chamber of Commerce President Paul Henderson said
the chamber is in full support of the Missouri part authority.
Henderson, who was president of the chamber when the ferry
closed, worked hard to save it.
• "We're very positive about (a new ferry)," Henderson said. "It
was a great asset to both Kentucky and Missouri. It was the only
ferry running between here and Memphis, and it was kind of a tour1st attractionattraction itself. ... We definitely would like to see it back in
operation."
Crenshaw likes the port authority's chances of getting its grant.
Under the program, grants are 80 percent federal funds matched
by 20 percent local money. However, the local match can be in the
form of labor or something else of value. Crenshaw hopes the
paved road leading to the ferry landing on each side of the river
can be part of the local 20 percent.
A ferry between Hickman and Dorena would provide a vital
transportation link in emergencies such as a flood or an earthquake,
A)e said.
"In an earthquake the bridge (at Cairo) and probably the one at
Dyersburg would be knocked out," he said.
A ferry also would be a convenience to 4
titorists traveling
between Missouri and Kentucty, he 'said.
"It could also be a tourist crossing to the gaming boat at Wyatt,
(Mo.). They tell me that distance between bridges plays a major
role in funding grants," Crenshaw said.
"The traffic count could be as many as 150 to 200 ears a day.
This has created a lot of excitement for Kentucky as well as for
Missouri."

House ready to introduce
new workers' comp plan
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — By
the end of the week, there could
be three proposals to reform Kentucky's workers' compensation
plan floating around the Capitol.
House leaders finished drafting
their proposal Tuesday and are
ready to introduce it.
House Floor Leader Greg
Stumbo said the bill would probably replace one.appioved by the
House Labor and Industry Committee two weeks ago... It would!
scale back benefits across the
board and cut state spending on
the system by 12 to 16 percent.
"The (old) plan didn't go as
far as we needed to," said Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg. "To get the
savirigs that are significant you
have to ask every group involved
to bleed."
Stumbo said House leaders
were initially •looking to cut
workers' compensation spending
by 20 percent.
The bill that won unanimous
support from the House Labor
and Industry Committee last
week cut state spending by about
5 percent. It contained most of
the recommendations from a joint
commission of state labor and
management interests.

Under the new proposal, psychological conditions would not
be covered unless a person could
show they are the result of a
physical injury. Benefits would
be phased out from the state after
age 65 and attorney's fees would
be capped at $15,000 instead of
the $10,000 cap in the first bill.
The creation of a non-profit
state insurance company to compete with private insurers was
also left out of the new proposal.
That means the state would not
be able to eliminate the financially strained Special Fund, which
pays workers whose injuries can
be attributed to more than one
employer.
Labor and Industry Committee
Chairman Ron Cyrus, DFlatwoods, said he still has not
seen the new proposal and would
not comment on it. State Labor
Secretary Carol Palmore said she
has not had time to read the new
proposal.
And the thircl., workers' compensation reforin proposal might
also be introduced by the end of
the week.

DALLAS MANUFACTURER'S

LIQUIDATION
SALE
•DRESSES •SUITS
•SPORTSWEAR
•WESTERNWEAR
Map Department Store Brands - Sizes 4-24
Retail Values Up to $180.00

YOUR COST
0,0 $500_$4900
Major Dept. Store Brands
•Leslie Fay 'Jessica Howard
-and Many More
'Over 1,000 New Dresses Under $20
'Over 2,003 to choose trom
'1st Quality - No Seconds
'Dresses, Church, Camber, Casual
•City Suits and Short Sets
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CASH
OM CHICO
ACCEPTED

SALE DATES:
March 3, 4, 5
Myra: Thurs. I Fri. 9-6
- —Bat. 9-4

LOCATION;
515 South 12th St.
(formerly Toyota of Murray)
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Clinton focuses on violent offenders
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
the pnsons for life with people
Clinton administration wilted
who really are not ... responsible
Congress to restrict the threefor a huge percentage of the viostrikes-and-you're-out bill to violent crimes in America." Properlent offenders rather than fill
ly written, such a bill could
prisons with felons who are no "make a huge dent in violent
longer a threat to society.
crime," he said.
A big cnme bill passed by the
Rep. Charles Schumer, D-N.Y.,
Senate would include non-violent
chairman of the House subcommittee, predicted the administradrug violators among those who
could be put away for life after a
tion plan will pass easily. "It's
third felony conviction in a federnarrowly 'dawn and deals with
al court.
the problems of the Senate bill
The administration's bill
that would have included all
"aims at the truly dangerous
kinds of low-level drug dealers,"
offenders in our society," acting
he said in an interview.
Deputy Attorney General Jo Ann
Attorney General Janet Reno
Harris ,told the House Judiciary
has been similarly cautious about
subcommittee on, crime Tuesday. three-Strikes proposals, saying
It would not cover non-violent she wanted to put repeat violent
drug offenders.
felons away "for all of their
At the White .House, Vice 'crime-producing _life" while not
President Al Gore said theiditii- -turning federal prisons into gernistration wanted "to avoid a
iatric wards for aged, non definition that is going to fill up dangerous convicts.

But Harris said Reno and Clinton are fully behind the administrauon plan. She said incarceration of dangerous felons is only
one reason for it.
"The proposal is also intended
to deter violent crime, particularly by people who have shown a
propensity to commit it in the
past, and to punish such persons
when they commit their third violent offense," she said.

He led police to her body two
months after she disappeared last
Oct. I.
Relatives of other murder victims
u ms and an assault survivor
the panel to piss three strike legislation

Murray

Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Dr
Murray, KY 42071

It was endorsed as "a marvelous bill," by Marc Klaas, father
of 12-year-old Polly Klaas of
Petaluma, Calif., whose slaying
prompted Clinton to get behind
the three-strikes movement.
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The man:accused of kidnapping and.inurdesing. Polly Klaas
was previously 'convicted of
assaulting two women and of a
separate kidnapping and robbery.
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Treatment for Lou Gehrig's disease
triggers hope along with skepticism
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Riluzole (pronounced rill-you- ton, Ky and to Pans, Buchanan and
zoll) was developed by the
Puryear Tenn By mail to other desk
French pharmaceutical firm
nations, erirke. it $64 50 per year
Rhone-Poultnc- Met. The -Stridy Pubisitod Monday through Saturday
was conducted by Dr. Gilbert
every &locution, .except Sundays
Bensimon and others from HopiJuly 4 Thanksgiving Day, Christmas
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tal.de ia Pitic-Salpetnere in-Pans.
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The primary reason for skepCall the ctrOulatir dept. between
ticism about riluzole is the fact it
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
only seemed to help those whose
330-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916
.. .
--Tdisease began in their brain
.-t,
• •\• • •
stems, not their spines. Experts
Wrier Ledger S. ri
(USPS 30S-700
Many Lodger a r
a • 'rent»r al the
believe ALS is the same disease,
likteecieled Plow Kentucky Prete Artocsison
'no meter where it begins, so this
end Southern Nowitoopres Publehers Aasocut
..0.-. TW A...20.0.a Prow e weluervely wetted
difference in the drug's effect is
to win °tweed W.Muer, Ledger 4 r.nee
bard to explain. -

BOSTON (AP) — A new drug is co-directing another larger
may be the first to slow thadead- study of the ileatment.
ly progression of Lou Gelirig's
The medicine is not approved
disease, but some experts fear for routine use anywhere in the
that. raising hopes prematurely
world and is available only to
could hurt patients-.
--patients taking pan-irt-carefulty
There is no treatment for ,this controlled comparison studies.
rare disease, which afflicts one or
The illness, known formally as
two of every 100,000 Americans
annually. So news that an experi- amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, is a
mental medicine seems to help nerve disease. It robs people of
.victims live longer has triggered' muscle control, resulting in
both excitement. and fear of weakness and wasting. When the
__disease strikes first,in4he brain
disappointment.
A report on -the first .major stem, which occurs in about oneexperiment with the drug, calledI /quarter of cases, the initial sympriluzole, is being published in tom is 'typically slurred speech.
Thursday's issue of the New. Weakness in the hands is often
England Journal of-Medicine:An- -see* first.when the disease begins
testing on 155 patients, financed in :the spine.
by the medicine's developer,
Eventually victirOs lose all
French doctors found it seemed;
control
of their muscles, includto be especially effective during
ing breathing and swallowing.
the first year of treatment.
But some experts cautioned Survival averages three or four
that the numbers treated were years, although some victims live
•
relatively small, and the seeming- with the disease for decades.
In the French study, doctors
ly positive findings could be a
found the treatment reduced
statistical fluke.
"We don't know how it works, deaths by 39 percent after one
and quite honestly we don't know
if it works," commented Dr.
Stanley Appel of Baylor College
of Medicine in Houston.
He said he worries the study
will raise false hopes that "could
PICK 3:
set patients back emotionally and
1-4-2
physically."
However, Dr. Jeffrey Rothstein
THE PICK:
of Johns Hopkins University
8-14-15-26-35
described the medicine as "a big,
LOTTO:
big step". in treating the disease
1 2-14-15-26-27-34-41-55
that killed Gehrig, the Yankees'
Sconsored By
first baseman, in 1941.
"Survival almost doubled in
some patients. That's just
unheard of," said Rothstein, who
Shell

"TAKE ME TO THE LEADER,"
SAID THE AUEN BEING...
(So the Farmer Brought Him
to Our Place])
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Our New Shrimp Combinations Are Now On Sale!
Three Great Shrimp Dinners Starting from
just $3.99! Choose from the New 20-piece
Shrimp Dinner, the New Shrimp and
Fish Dinner or the New
Shrimp and Stuffed
Crab Dinner.
BlICAF04313
3-PIECE

FISH 8r FRIES
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Two batter-dipped
fish fillets, fries and
hushpuppies.
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The NEW, IMPROVED ORIGINAL
mulching mower now has...
• Lightweight Cast Aluminum Deck
—
- •
• Single-lever height adjustment for all four wheels
• Multiple speed transmissien
• Blade Brake Clutch (5.5HP Model)
• Easy-to-reach and use controls
• Grass Bagger option
• 5 Models to choose from, 4 - 5.5HP
• Covered by exclusive 7-Year Warranty

FISH DINNER

'3.29
Three batter-dipped. fish
fillets, fries, cole slaw
and hushpuppies.
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KERA expeatations were too high
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Clinton's testing
length, strength
of his coattails
By TOW RAM
Associate() Press Wows
WASHINGTON (AF)— Lett iiiYone-fairtifihis is a midterm
elecuon ear. presidential trips are acquiring more and more political su tance as the White House lends its support to Democratic
incum no. And they seem to be flocking to, not away from. President C ton's help.
Mindful that the party in the White House historically loses scats
in such elecuons. White House political operatives are planning a
massive aid package for endangered Democrats.
Moec political trips are popping up on the schedules of both
Clinton and Vice President Al Gore.
Presidential campaigning for congressional candidates hasn't
always been welcome.
Just last fall, Virginia Democratic Senate candidate Mary Sue
Terry made it clear she didn't want the help of Clinton, whose ratings were then low. She didn't get le She lost anyway.
President Bush in the 1990 midterm elections found he could
sometimes help Republican candidates more by staying away. He'd
reneged on his no-liew-taxes pledge and Republicans were swarming away from Inne
But lately, Clinton seems to be developing into a much soughtafter campaigner And he's willing to do it.
"Things have changed," said James Thurber, a political scientist
at American University. He has won on some big ones, like the
budget and NAFTA. He's dominating the agenda on health care
reform. He's popular. He's not down at 38 percent like Bush as
before the 1992 election."
Clinton has been hovering in the raid-50s since the first of the

FRANKFORT - Expectations
were so high — unrealistically high
— that Of COUPS it was inevitable
that a degree of skepticism would
set in about the 1990 Kentucky
Education Reform Act (KERA)
And it also was inevitable that
opponents of the act, those with
sincere concerns about it and others
with a social or religious agenda to
promote, would use that natural
skepticism as a springboard to attack KERA and everything it stands
for.
Thus the results of a recent
Bluegrass State Poll by the (Louisville) Courier-Journal that show
public approval of KERA slipping
in the lam year are no great surprise
In fact, given the loud carping about
KERA coming from so many quarters, it really would have been
surprising if the poll found
otherwise.
is that legislators in
session now who have doubts about
the four-year-old act or oppose it
outright are using every opportunity
to attack KERA.
Again, no one should be shocked.
It doesn't help that House Majonty Floor Leader Greg Sturnbo's
longstanding feud with Education
Commissioner Thomas Boysen

continues unabated and may ulti- ever undertaken?
Perhaps, indeed, it was exactly
mately undermine Boy scn's ability
to continue leading the KERA fight just such hyperbole from educators
across the state.
and the media that elevated the
expectations of Kentucky parents,
Nor is it helpful when Boysen
teachers and school administrators
candidly admitted recently that the
high. When money ran short,
so
majority of Kentucky schools are
merely "mediocre." As far as moss- notwithstanding the largest tax inKentuckians are concerned, every crease in state history to fund
other school in the state may be KERA; when the high-technology
plan to hook every Kentucky classmediocre but their very own.
room to a statewide computer netSo far, legislative leaders (withwork faltered; and, especially when
out much visible help or encourage- new ways of teaching and testing
ment from the Jones administration) were imposed on schools reluctant
have fertiffit back major efforts W _ .or fearful of the new and different,.
change or undermine critical-a-Om- those high expectations suddenly
rxmenes of KERA, mckding the
were called into question.
ungraded primaries and the school
The fact is that it was an impossicouncils created to control schools. ble dream that KERA would take
How dad the bloom fall so quickly
one of the nation's most illiterate
from KERA only four years after it
populations with one of the nation's
worst-funded school systems and
was hailed here and across the
United States as the most revolu- overnight transform Kentucky into
uonary reform of public schools a prep school for Harvard. That will

never happen
Unfortunately, a lot of )(ERA
supporters and enthusiasts left that impreesion on far too many people
Its going to take years -- at least
until the kindergarten and primary
pupils of today graduate from high
school -- before there truly will be
evidence that the reforms work as
intended. Admittedly, that's a long
time to wait, but in the meantime,
parents can watch closely how their
children advance and compare that
advancement to their own school
experiences.
Already, the strong emphasis on
writing in the early grades has many
Kentucky students writing beuer
than their parents.
And parents can take a far greater
interest in how their schools operate. Too many are complaining
about KERA without ever having
attended a school council meeting.
Finally, legislators must be willing to adjust and fine tune KERA
when changes become necessary
over time, but they also must be
vigilant that what they created so
impressively in 1990 isn't hacked
apart because KERA cannot produce the overnight miracles many
came to expect.

GUEST COMMENTARY

Universities must increase productivity
By Dr. Phillip Sparks
(Last of a series )
Did you ever wonder how higher
education got into such a mess? Did
you ever wonder how General Motors got into such a mess in the '80s?
The two have a lot in common.
General Motors believed that
they could meet the demand of the
union for higher wages and pass on
the cost to the consumer. As a result
the public was asked to pay a higher
price for automobiles and this
worked until ... well, enter Japan.
They built a better mousetrap for
less.
Have you noticed that the price of
vehicles has not changed much
during the past five years? Why?
Two reasons. The car manufacturers have not granted major wage
hikes, and they have increased the
productivity of their workers.
In higher education, wages escalated during the '70s and '80s without an increase in productivity of
faculty. Pure economics tells us that
we cannot continually pay more for

But public support for his health care plan is slipping, according
to two polls out today that say for the first time more Americans
disapprove of the. plan than approve of it: 44 percent to 48 percent
in an ABC/Washington Post poll and 46 percent to 48 percent in a
CNN/USA Today/Gallup survey.
The president is still mending fences with House DeMOCralS
whose support he enlisted last year for an unpopular, broad-based
tax on energy. After marching them out on that limb, he sawed it
off by abandoning the tax himself in a Senate compromise on
deficit-reduction.
At a Democratic retreat last month in Piney Point Md.. Clinton
received a standisig ovation when he promised — at a closed door
session — to do his utmost in campaigning for incumbents in 1992.
according to participants.
Clinton has been taking some political nsk in voicing early support for Democratic allies
and in using taxpayer-supported trips
for events in congressional districts where a principal goal is to
help the incumbent:
"He will appear with. Democrats who support his initiatives."
White House press secretary Dec Dee Myers said. "As election day
approaches, he will stand with people who stood with him."
Clinton's trip to Chicago on Monday to demonstrate his support
for embattled Rep. Dan Rostenkowski — done under the guise of
promoting health care and anti-crime legislation — is a case in
point.
The chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee is vulnerable in a March 15 Democratic primers and is the subject of a
Justice Department investigation for alleged misuse of House Post
Office funds_ And, after all, there are other Democrats in the race.
But Clinton minced no words, keeping Rostenkowski at his side
and in the limelight.
WASHINGTON (AP)
Presidential support of one Democrat over another in a primary
Among the potholes in the path
is always a very dicey thing," said White House political consulof health case change, the questant Paul Begala The general rule is you don't.•• But he claimed
tion of abortion, and who pays
it was a measure of Clinton's political courage — and reflected
those medical bills, will be jarRostenkowski's importance.
ring and unavoidable.
Clinton also went to a second Chicago district on Monday and
It does not yield to compromshowered praise on Rep. Mel Reynolds, a Democrat who bucked
ise, and there are no safe detours.
labor and voted for the administration's North American Free
Disputed in Congress for more
Trade Agreement.
than 17 years. since government
He did likewise last week during a health care trip to Norwich,
payments for abortions for poor
Conn.. praising Rep Sam Gejdenson, D-Conn., another NAFTA
women were banned by law, the
Supporter.
issue will be no less intractable in
This state and this congressional district war good to me in
the effort to overhaul of health
the last campaign for president. And I'm doing my best to keep
Care.
faith with the commitments I made," Clinton said in the nominally
It is a side matter, not central
"non-political" speech
to changing health care. But disClinton's schedule over the next few weeks includes an interna- ! putes over abortion spending
tional sobs conference in Detroit and a trip to Boston to speak at a
have snarled bills as diverse as
Democratic fund-raiser. At- month's end, he is expected to go to
foreign aid and funds for the
California — a state the White House is actively courting.
nation's capital. George Bush
Will Clinton-the-campaigner be able to stem a loss of Derrascrio , vetoed more bills — nine, onetic seats? "We're not going to change the course of human history
quarter of all his vetoes — to
in this election. I think the in-party will always lose seats," said
block government payment for
Democratic - pollster Mark Mellman. "The question is — how
abortions than for any other
many?"
reason.
President Clinton reversed
administration policy when he
came to office but couldn't get
Congress to repeal the law
against the use of federal funds to
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
pay for abortions for the poor
opinions on oar "Perspective" pose by"Mug Woo se the htor. We
under Medicaid.
5
1"letten uu a vadeUn
tley comply with the foisopics.
His proposal for guaranteed
sts**gpeet by the erritee.,with.the
health insurance for every Amerisi
g=eride.00toll
cite vetendoo is
can would include abortion
seemery deplhoos
111411116ed).
Coverage, but the administration
be lien Ow 100 veva Los011110100 bolypoorldeo
isn't advertising that. It is divi▪
Ifisible. We reserve the right to maw or reject any km
sive when the current objective is
mod
litecommt velem
consensus, even at the coat of
LAO
be eikkemed ex Lew to the Editor, Murray Ledger
concessions, on a health care
P.O. lot HMO. therey, itY 42071,
plan

the same product in anon-inflationary economy. Before the state
grants saLsry increases, faculty productivity must increase. You can do
that by two methods.
One, increase the size of elasscs
or the number of classes a faculty
person teaches or two,'you can
reorganue the way that faculty
persons use time and ask them to
build self-paced materials so that
fewer faculty will be needed. The
latter option is by far the best
approach.
Actually, they will have more
time for meaningful interaction with
students rather then using their
contact time standing in front of a
class delivering information.
What higher education must realire is that it must change the way it
produces as product. It must produce a better mousetrap for less, or
somebody else will do the job. If
higher education does not respond
to the issues of competency and
cost, private enterprise will enter the
scene and guarantee competency

and placement of its graduates.
Current technology will make
possible the production of a quality
graduate at a reasonable cost. Look
for curricula to be available on
VCR, cable, and downloaded via
computer from bulletin boards.
Another of the areas of the university that needs to be examined is
support services, because it requires
a major component of the budget.
The university needs to evaluate
downsizing support services by
turning over specific functions to
the private sector. The first service
that I would look at would be
custodial services. Professional
cleaning companies may save the
university dollars by bidding for a
contract whose specifications are
written by the administration. Maintenance could probably be included
in the same or similar contract.
Another service that could be
contracted to local businesses is
printing services. With today's technology, many university bulletins

can be made printer-ready at the
design stage by secretarial staff.
With current extra costs such as
health care, retirement, and social
security for each person on the
payroll,
it
would
behoove
the
university
to
evaluate
contracting 'Various
services,
thereby saving considerable dollars,
rather than conducting them inhouse. IBM and AT&T found that
downsizing was necessary because
they could not stand the overhead
any longer; neither can the
university.
Its time higher education looked
at some of the options like the ones
presented in these commentaries or
watch the halls of ivy crumble.
(Dr. Sparks is a former assistant dean of the College of
Science at Murray State University and professor of biology at the
University of Wisconsin. Currently he is the owner of MicroAge
2(100 in Murray.)

Big abortion coverage fight looms

Just drop us a line ...

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columntst
"The president has his bottom
line, he's made that clear," Press
Secretary Dec Dee Myers says.
"It's guaranteed private insurance for everyone; it's not
negotiable."
Other points are. But Clinton
promised abortion coverage in a
health care plan when he was a
candidate and couldn't bargain
that away without risking Democram votes key to the enactment
of any broad health care measure.
With abortion covered, conservative votes would be at risk,
fewer because there are fewer
available for any broad health
care plan, but vital in a close
count.
"One big problem with any
kind of minimum benefits plan is
that you have to get to that
issue," said William Kristol of
the Project for the Republican
Future, which advocates more
selective changes in health care
Kristol authored the GOP argument that there is no health care
crisis, only prolilem points that
can be repaired without a total
overhaul
A major rival to Clinton's

health care proposal already has
been caught in the abortion crossfire. Rep. Jim Cooper's alternative would have a commission of
health care professionals decide
what should be covered as basic
benefits, with the proviso that
everything "medically appropriate" would be included.
The Cooper measure has been
criticized by abortion rights
groups because it does not specifically cover abortion — and by
anti-abortion organizations
because it might.
Cooper. a Tennessee Democrat, insisted that his bill "is
neutral on the subject." But to
the competing interest groups,
neutrality is not an option.
That's why the administration
chose low-key handling, with
abortion cautiously included
among "pregnancy related services," covered but not featured.
When asked about the services,
the administration explains them
as an extension of what already
exists in the health insurance system, since abortion is covered by
most private plans.
But the extension would

involve government money, and
there's sure to be a struggle in
Congress. The problem is underlined by the 1993 votes in both
the House and Senate to renew
restrictions on Medicaid funding
of abortions for the poor, except
in cases of incest,sitk or to save
the life of the mother.
Clinton said long ago that the
issue could be a political minefield for health care change.
Interest groups on both sides
are readying their lobbying campaigns as congressional panels
begin drafting health care legislation this month.
The Planned Parenthood Federation of America says it will
campaign and lobby for the Clinton program and universal coverage of abortions, promising a $10
million national effort, although
all the money hasn't been raised.
The Rev. Pat Robertson's
Christian Coalition is spending
$1.4 million on advertisements
and other efforts to defeat the
Clinton plan, with abortion
coverage a prime target.
"It will probably become a
political football because so
many people feel so strongly
about it," Clinton said lest fall.
It is
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
colunsnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on

Wishiegton and national politics for more than 30 years.
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TODAY
Shearer honored

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Annual style shows. planned
The 40th annual benefit style show by the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will be Tuesday, March 15, at the club house.
Tickets are available for the noon luncheon and style show at a cost of
$10 per person with $5 counted as a donation, and'for the 7 p.m.
dessert and style show at $7 per person with $5 counted as a donation.
In charge of the show are Pat Sanders, chairman, Karen Issacs and
Cecilia Brock. For ticket orders call Annie Nance, 753-3121, Neva
Gray Allbritten, 753-3516, or any member of the Music Department.

AARP Driving Course planned
A 55-Alive Mature Driving Course is scheduled for Wednesday and
Thursday. March 9 and 10, at North Branch of Peoples Bank. Sessions
will be from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. both days with Betty Riley as the
instructor. Persons who are members of Peoples Gold will have their
fee of $8 per person paid. Riley said studies show that there are
decreased accidents among seniors who have completed this course.
To enroll call Bill Boyd at Peoples Bank, 753-3231, Ext. 301, or Mrs.
Riley at 753-5659.

World Day of Prayer Friday _

+Worid_Day.g_ Prayer program _byCharch_ Women United

of Murray
, and Calloway County Will be Friday, March 4, at 2 p.m. at Wesley
Foundation, 1315 Payne St., Murray. The Rev. Ra Stockard, Wesley
!director, will present the program on "Go, See and Act." All women
of all churches in Murray and Calloway County are urged to attend.
For more information call 753-5809,753-5775, 753-6943 or
753-4019. '

Bridge Club meeting Thursday
The Bridge Club of Murray will meet Thursday, March 3, at 7 p.m.
at Weaks Community Center (use rear entrance). Players of all levels
are welcome. Persons may come without a partner. Last week's winners were N.S., Gene Wrather and M. Cooper, 60 percent, and E.W.,
A. Roberts and B. Gray, 66.6 percent. "The winners are challenging
the bridge players of Murray and Calloway County to come and play
them," said C.W. Cooper who may be called at 435-4137 for
information.

TOPS KY. #469 will meet
TOPS KY. #469 will meet Thursday, March 3, in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 6:45 p.m.
Katana Darnell will present the program on "Fat and Fat Grams" at 7
p.m. All members and visitors are invited to attend. TOPS is a nonprofit organization decidated to those interested in weight loss.

Pet Therapy Trip Thursday
Pet Therapy_Trip will be Thursday, March 3. Members of Humane
Society and _PAWS are urged to be at the Calloway County Public
Library at 3 p.m. with their therapy pets. Visitors are invited.

Young-at-Hearts plan breakfast
Young-at-Hearts group of Westside Baptist Church will have a
'breakfast on Saturday. March 5, at 7:30 a.m. at the church. All seniors
of the church are invited to attend.

Methodist Youth plan dinner
The Youth of First United Methodist Church will host a "Order
What You Want, Eat What You Get Dinner" on Sunday, March 6.
This is a candlelight dinner complete with entertainment with two seating times of 5:30 and 7:30 p.m. A minimum donation of $10 is
requested. Funds will go to benefit the missions trip to Belize. For
more information or to make your reservation call 753-3812.

Volunteer Tutor workshop planned
A volunteer tutor training workshop will be Saturday, March 5,
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the new Mayfield Public Library at Mayfield.
Anyone interested in helping adults improve their literacy skills is
invited to attend. Contact Donna McCoy, coordinator of Calloway
County Adult Literacy Program at 762-2666 or 759-1006 for more
information.

—MIL.--ancfMrs.--Jeffrey D. Carruthers

The following story concerning
Loretta T. Shearer, M.D., daughter of Mrs. Hiram Tucker of Murray, appeared in a recent issue of
Medical Staff News of Norton
Hospital, Kosair Children's Hos-*tat and Alliant Medical
Pavilion:
"Loreua T. Shearer, M.D., was
honored as the first recipient for
the new alumni award proposed
by the Board af Governors of the
School of Medicine Alumni
Association in recognition of outstanding service to individual
departments within the University
family alumni.
"Shearer is a 1964 graduate of
the University of Louisville
School of Medicine who completed her residency in radiology
and her fellowship training in
pediatric radiology at the University of Louisville.
"She was appointed instructor
in the University of Louisville
School of Medicine. Department
of Radiology, in 1%9 and currendy_ both the title of clinical

Crawford-Carruthers
wedding vows are said
Patsy A: Crawford, daughter of Iris and Patricia Crawford of Murray, and Jeffrey D. Carruthers, son of Tom and Mary Beth Carruthers
of Louisville, were married in a private candlelight ceremony on Friday. Feb. 4, at 6 p.m, at First United Methodist Church.
Th wedding was held in the church's Hale Chapel and was officiated by the Rev. Bob Dotson.
The bride was escorted down the aisle by her father. She wore a
tea-length dress of white lace and carried a bouquet of red roses and
pink carnations surrounded by baby's breath.
The groom, who met her at the altar, wore a dark blue pinstripe suit
and a boutonniere of a red rose and baby's breath.
Preceding the bridal party down the aisle were the bride's grandmother, Mary Evins Crawford of Murray; the groom's mother and
father; and the bride's mother. Also attending were the groom's
grandfather, William R. Furches of Murray, and the groom's brother,
Johnny Carruthers of
Mary Alice Crawford of Nutterfort, W.Va., sister of the bride,
served as maid of honor. Gary Haggard of Cinncinnati served as best
man. Junior bridesmaid was Jennifer Crawford of Murray, niece of the
bride.
Dennis Crawford of Murray, brother of the bride, and Chris Lindsey
of Louisville served as greeters and ushers. Mr. Lindsey-also served as
acolyte and Mr. Crawford videotaped the ceremony. Jean Crawford,
sister-in-law of the bride, directed the wedding.
Honorary bridesmaids were Rebecca and Elizabeth Crawford and
honorary page was Brian Crawford, all children of brother and sisterin-law of the bride, Darrell and Anne Crawford of Wahiawa, Hawaii.
A public reception followed in the church fellowship hall. The
three-tiered bride's cake was white with pale pink trim, and pink and
red roses. The groom's cake was light and dark chocolate frosting
with an eagle decorating the top. Red hearts floated in a pink fruit punch, mints'and mixed nuts completed the refreshments. Serving friends and family were Ruth Ann McLemore, Vinnita
Winters, Frances Ross, Marilyn Downey and Jean Crawford.
After their honeymoon, the couple is .residing at Fort Mitchell.
The groom's parents hosted a rehearsal dinner on Thursday, Feb. 3,
at Temptations in Murray. A meal of prime rib was served to the couple, their parents, and members of the wedding party and their guests.
The bride and groom presented their wedding party members with
engraved glassware and their parents with engraved clocks.
Jean Crawford of Murray, sister-in-law of the bride, hosted a bridal
tea on Sunday, Jan. 16, from 2 to 4 p.m. in her home. She was
assisted by many friends and family. Attending the event were friends
and relatives of the Crawford and Carruthers families.

professor of Pediatrics and clinical professor of Radiology, University of Louisville, School of
Medicine, Department of Pediatrics and Radiology, respectively.
"Additionally, Shearer is chief
of the Department of Pediatric
Radiology at Kosair Children's
Hospital. Her contributions to
patient care, medical education
and service to the Department of
Pediatrics were highlighted.
"She is a nationally recognized
pediatric radiologist, as well as a
superior pediatric radiology'
educator."

Annie Boyle
bride-elect of
Rodney Dukes
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry
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SHOOTING DAYS/DATES: Thursday Thrts Monday
March 3-7
PHOTOGRAPHER HOURS: Daily 10 con.-7 p4n.
Sunday 124 p.m:
HWY. 641 NORTH, MURRAY

WAL*IVIART PORTRAIT STUDIO
Bring in any lower priced advertised offer and WE LL MATCH IT'

AR

Gamma Chapter plans meeting
Gamma Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma Society International will
meet for a brunch-business meeting at Hickman County High School,
Clinton, on Saturday, March 5, at 9:30 a.m. Beth Belote will present
the slate of new officers and Phyllis Swindler is in charge of arrangements. Milissia Sledd, president, urges all members to attend.

Cheerleader event on Saturday
Heath Middle School will have its first "HMS Cheer for the Gold"
on Saturday, March 5, at 10 a.m. at Heath High School Gym. This
-will be by invitation (illy for cheerleading competition for middle
school squads. Admission for the public will be $2 per person. Master
of ceremonies will be Larry McIntosh.

ft&
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Need Line needs pantry items

TI

Kathie Gentry, executive director of Need Line, said items are
needed for the pantry to help fill the food baskets given to clients.
Items needed include powdered milk, dry cereal, oatmeal, canned
meats, peanut butter, hand soap and toilet paper. These may be taken
to the Need Line office on bottom floor of Weaks Community Center
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. For information call
753-NEED.
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Two newborn admissions, dismissals—and one expiration • at
Murray-Calloway County Hospi441 for Satorday, Feb. 26, have
been released as foltotvsNOW born admissions
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• • • •
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Feb
27. have been released as
follows
Newborn admission
Bosecli baby girl. parents Lillie and
Jeffrey 20 Cardinal Dr Cadiz
Dismissals
iilliam R McLaren Sr. 1503 Clay.
shin
Murray. Raymond Huteharson
Jr 814 Glen Paris Tann Mrs Bonn* 'Carol Burke/on Rt 3 Box 159
Murray
Mrs Tens Marie Mohen Rt 1 Box
187 Almo, Mrs Tracay A Oakley and
baby girt 112 Eastgate 2 4751, Cadiz,
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Ftt 2 Bow 386 Benton lAse
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PI Murray
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PETS OF THE WEEK —
These four animals are available for adoption at • Animal
Shelter, East Sycamore Street
off South Fourth Street. operated by The Humane Society of
Calloway County, They are.
from top. "Trixie," a female
Collie Dacbsund mix;
-Smudge." a female white sborthaired housekitten; -Judy." a
female English Setter; and
•:Samson." a neutered male
shorthaired Red Tabby. Animals who do not find homes
must be destroyed. Hours of the
shelter, open to the public. are
1 to 4:45 p.m. Monday. Thursday and Friday. 1 to 6:15 p.m.
Tuesday. 1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, and closed Sunday.
Humane Society is a I. nited
Hay agency. For information
call 759-4141.
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Witnesses will
hear Shank
speak Sunday
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Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star met
Tuesday, Feb. 8, at the Masonic
Hall for its regular stated meeting.
Two members, Sybil Lasater
and _Sue Thweau, itfere_pmenwid
their 25-year membership pins.
Officers serving for the evening were as follows:
Ruby Byers, worthy matron;
Roy Clark, worthy patron; Lana
Lay, associate matron: Carmel
Byers, associate patron; Maxine
Kaiser, secretary; Twila Coleman, treasurer; Florence Rogers,
conductress; Dottie Clark, associate conductress;
Dorothy Bazzell, chaplain:
Betty Dodd, marshal': Sue
Thweatt, organist; Betty Noble,
Adah; Sybil Lasater, Ruth; Lana
White, Esther; Eva Alexander,
Martha; Iuta Hutson, Electa protein; Hardin Alderdice, warder;
Enoch Kaiser, sentinel.
Other members present were
Marjorie Hall and Susie Allen.
The next stated meeting will be
Tuesday, March 8, at 7:30 p.m. at
the Masonic Hall on Coldwater
Road, Highway 121 North,
Murray.
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"Human Creation's Groaning
— When Will It End?" will be
thc subject of a special talk to be
given in the Murray congregation
of Jehovah's Wiuiesses on Sunday. March 6, at 9:30 a.m.
Paul F. Shank, circuit supervisor for the group, will be the
speaker.
Commenting on the title of his
discgarse, Shank said:
- "Today after all the wars and
other catastrophes, besides sickness and natural death, mankind
is grouting and in pain. But the
situation of the human creation is
not hopeless in spite of the
uppromising look of things.
Expectant persons are rejoicing in
the hope that God's Word holds
out. Why are these promises certain of realization? We hope that
all interested persons will be present to hear the Bible's answer."
Shank makes semi-annual visits to 22 congregations in western
Kentucky and southern Indiana.
He will be accompanied by his
wife, Kathryn.
The address of the Kingdom
Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses is
Highway 121 North, Coldwater
Road at North Bailey Road,
Murray.
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Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa met Saturday, Feb. 19, at
9 a.m. at the Homeplace Restaurant. Beverly Galloway, Nancy
Lovett and Lucy Forrest were
hostesses.
Brenda Wilson, director of
nursing for Continue Care Home
Health Service, was the guest
speaker. She disccused the role of
home health care in meeting the
needs of the community.
Ms. Wilson said "due to rising
hospital costs, home health care
has become more economical
than extended hospital care. In
general home health is supportive
and rehavilitative care for
patients on a part-time basis.
The speaker was introduced by
Mrs. Galloway.
Margaret Dunn, president,
presided. Betty Riley gave the
devotion by noting that Valentine
Day is the most looked forward
to holiday in the month of February. She cited two references in
the Bible to the heart, mainly
Matthew 5:8 and 6:19-21 as
examples.
The altruistic projects for the
chapter were donations of $45 to
Need Line and $65 to Heart
Fund.
The state ADK meeting will be
April 22-24 at the Holiday Inn,
Louisville. March 28 is the deadline for reservations. Agnes
McDAniel and Margaret Dunn
will possibly be delegates. The
chapter will furnish $10 for a
door prize.
It was also announced the
Southeast Regional Conference
of ADK will be July 14-16 at
Charleston, S.C.
The next meeting will be Monday, Mihth 21, at the home of
Sue Adams. Other hostesses will
be Bess Kerlick, Crystal Parks,
Geraldine Myers and Juana
Dodson.
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A 191111114 UMW* it was hold recontly at Lyndia Cochran GymIllisr
tics. The visiting team was from Lisa Damail's Gymnastics in Bantam.
First through sixth piaci ribbons were awarded as will as trophies fOr •
an around high scorers. Medallions wars also awardad for the cartwheel, handstand and handwalli contests Participants are pictured,
frontlikikst row K Swell, J. Grunt, C. Garrison. A Hord, K. Weaver. J. Gallimors R Futrell, K. Garrison, C. Taylor, second row, E. Gicicomb, L Hompson. hi.lealt1111r, K. Clayton, A. Miller, S. Lorey, J. Duncan, K. Grassi, K. Paschall, L. Coursay. third row. C. Stone, M. Chap!
eon, S. Wall, S. Miller, N. Boyd, D Phillips, J. Norsworthy, R. Country,
S Scott, S. Coursey and N. Elwell The turn will cornpati in Benton
tor the spring malt.
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Does Your Heart Good.
American Heartt
ip
Association

-100Portraits
More Of Your
Favorite Sizes!
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Hurry, Now No Charge For Additional Subjects!
OPEN 5 DAYS ONLY!
WED., MARCH 2 - SUN., MARCH 6
Wed.-Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. On Sun. 1 p.m.-6 p.m.
MURRAY
•

PO awing.

THE
SA LON

Call Today For Your Appointment
— Walk-Ins Welcome —
Across From Ordway Hail
Tammy &ray • Awry Spell* • Kelly nonage
1411 Olive Blvd. • Murray • 753-2709

SHONEY'S FAMOUS

BREAKFAST BAR
6 a.m.-11 a.m. Monday-Friday
Feb. 28th thru March 11th

Kelley Jo Henne, fiancee
of Eric Anthony Thomas

Bridgett Ann Wood and
Brent Robert Dan Strieter to marry

Wood-Strieter wedding Henne-Thomas vows
scheduled for April 30 will be said on July 23
Mr. and Mrs. William Harold Wood of Paducah announce-the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter. Bndgeu Ann
Wood, to Brent Robert Dan Stricter, son of Mrs. Sherry Lynn Rochat
Of Camino. Calif.. and Dr. Terry Wynn Stricter of Murray.
Miss Wood is the granddaughter of Mrs. Dorothy Beard of Paducah. the late Rollie Beard, and the late Frank and Clots Wood.
Mr. Stricter is the grandson of Mrs. Shirley Huesgen of Placerville,
Calif., Dan Lazalere of Wister, Okla., Mrs. Maxine Strieterof Chico,
Calif., and the late Robert Stricter.
The bnde-elect is a 1988 graduate of Lone Oak High School and a
-.1992 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science
degree in Housing and Interior Design. She is an Interior Nsigner at
- the Carnage House/Ethan Allen, Paducah.,
The groorp-elect is a 1989 graduate of Murray High School and a
1993 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor's degree in
Business Administration with an emphasis in Market Research. He is
a representative with the Pepsi Cola Corporation.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday. Apnl 30,- at 2
p.m: on the lawn of the Wood home in Paducah. In case of rain the
wedding will be held at Sunny Slope Church of Chnst building,
Paducah.
A reception will follows the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Henne of Jamestown; N.C., announce ihe
engagement of their daughter, Kelley Jo, to Eric Anthony Thomas, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Thomas of Greensboro. N.C., formerly of
Murray.
The groom-elect is the paternal grandson of Mrs. Geraldine Thomas
and the maternal grandson of C.L. Burton, both of Murray.
The bride-elect will graduate from North Carolina State University
with a Bachelor of Sciencehdegree in Math Education in May. Upon
graduation from Ragsdale High School, she was named a North Carolina Teaching Fellow with a full scholarship to NCSU. Following
graduation this May, she plans to teach in Raleigh, N.C.
Mr. Thomas will graduate in December from North Carolina State
University with an Electrical Engineering degree.' He is Working on
campus in the Computer Center and is. employed by Erikson GE in
Triangle Park, N.C., through the NCSU Cooperative Education
Program.
The couple will be married in an early afternoon, ceremony on
Thursday. July 23, at Friendly Avenue Church of Christ, Greensboro.
A reception will follow at Magnolia Plantation.
The couple will leave That evening for a planned wedding trip.

TODAY

CALENDAR
Wednesday, March 2
-Wednesday, March 2
First United Methodist Church
Calloway County High School Siteevents include Children's Handbell
Basild Decision Making Council/4
Choir'3 - 15 p.m.; Adult Handbell
p m,/school
Singles Organizational Society
Choir/4 p m.; Youth Club/5 p.m.; Tur(S0S)'7-9 p m ?Bordertown Info/
ner Covenant Prayer/6 p.m.; ChanCel
Jeanne 753-0224. or ,Linda,
Choir/7,30 p.m.
437-4414
Bible classes/7 p m /Glendale Road
Weeks Center/open 9 a m -4 p.m./lor
Church of Christ
sensor citizens' activities
University Church of Chnst_ events
Hazel Center ,open 10 a.m.-2 p m.lor • include Bible classes/7. p.m.
senior citizens' activities.
First Presbyterian Church events
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
include Spiritual Renewal/4 p.m.;
County Hospital/Piggly Wiggly,
ARK/5 p m Choir Practice/6:30 p.m.
Murraylt30-11 30 a m and 12 30-3
First Christian Church events include
m
Christian 'Family Fellowship
Board of Calloway County Public
dinner/5-30 p.m ; Bible Study and Sin
Library/4 30 p m
gles Support Group/6 p.m.; CFF
Immanuel Lutheran Church soup
Options/6:30 p.m.; Choir Practice/7:30
supper '5 30 p m and Lenten service/7
p.m.
pm
•
Grace Baptist Church events include
Community Baptist Church events
Stkil-Winntrig...Class/6:15 p.m.; Kid's
incibd• prayer meeting/6
Klub, Bible Explosion, Youth Bible
p m (Dixieland Shopping Center
Study, College Career Bible Study,
.Emmanuel Baptist Church events
Adult Bible Study!? p.m.
include Bible Study/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
Bible Study/7 p m
open/6:15 p.m., Children's Choirs
South Pleasant Grove United
(Parents Night for Music Makers II),
Methodist Church events include CorKlaymata/6:30 p.m.; Prayer
delta Erwin/1 -30 p m.. Worship
meeting/6.45 p.m.; Sanctuary
CommitteC6.30 p m.; Bible Study
Choir/7:45 p.m.
Group/7 pm
Murray High School Senior play, 1
Oak 'Grove Baptist Church prayer
Was A Teenage Dracula-/S p.m. at
meeting and Young Peoples•
school.
Class/6 30 p.m.
Fourth District High School BasketEastwood Baptist Church
ball Tournament features Calloway
service/7:30 p m.
and Mayfield Girls game/7 p.m./Murray
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
High School.
Study/630 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
Westside Baptist Church events
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383
include Prayer service/7 p.m
Land Between the Lakes events
Memorial Baptist Church events
include -The Seven Wonders of the
include Youth ,and Mission Groups/7
Solar System -ill a m and 2
pm. Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m
p.m /Golden Pond Planetarium, HomeSt. John Episcopal Church events
place and Woodlands open/9 am -5
include Holy Eucharist in Spanish mlpm
towed by supper/5:15 p.m.
•

Thursday, March 3
Health Expreas of Murray-Calloway

3 p.m /for
h .-4
8 rac.m
ay,n148
r/ope
Thnutrosci
wo",„ co

County Hospital/Liberty Savings Bank,
Symsonia/9-11:30 a.m. and Hardin
Public Library/1-3 pm. Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County'
Hospital.
Music Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club/rehearsal/7
p.m./club house.
Garden Department .of Murray
Woman's Club/noon/benefit •luncheon
and card party. Info/753-8584.
German Shepherd Dog Club of Western Kentticky/7:30 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library Info/436-2858.
Murray Women of the Moose Board
meeting/7 p.m. and Enrollment/8 p.m.
Greater Hopi Baptist Church events
include Youth Activities/5:30 p.m.,
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p.m. at Main
Street Youth Center
First Christian Church events include
Youth Bible Study/4:30 p.m.
Shiloh General Baptist Church
study/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church Aents
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.; Holy
Hour/noon; CIA/7 p.m.; Knights of
Columbus meeting/7:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Lenten Bit*, Study and Computer Club/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Mother's Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
20th St Info/Joan, 759-1345, or
Pilchard, 759-9994
Hazel Centeropen 10 a.m.-2 p.m./tor
senior citizens' activities.
Fourth District High School Basketball Tournament features Murray and
Calloway Boys game/7 p.m./Murray
High School

senior citizens' activities. Program on
reminiscing your school days.

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Pans. InfoiKennith Broach, 753-35W
AA and Al-Anon closed rneetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.

Narcotics Anonymous/7:30 pi.m./St.
John Episcopal Church. Info/
753-0781.
Murray Civitan Club meeting/noon/
Homeplace Restaurant
Murray Kiwenis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Young in Hearts Class/10:30
a m 'Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Investment Opportunities with Betty
Boston, instructor/Murray State University. Info/762-2160.
Jazz Band Concert of Murray .State
University/8 p.m./Curris Center ballroom. Admission free.
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On Sunday
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performs/7:30 p.m./Curris Center
Stables, Murray State. Admission free.
Wraiher West Kentucky Museum/
open 830 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30
to 4.30 p.m.

National Scouting Museum open/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Land Betwaan the Lakes events
include "The Seven Wonders of the
Solar System -/11 a.m. and 2
p.m./Golden Pond Planetarium; Homeplace and Woodlands open/9 a.m.-5

p.m.

Zakari Sh

KENTUCKY
FINANCE...
All You Care To Eat!

BRIDAL REGISTRY
Julie Bray & Bill McCoart
Laura Cella Dwaine Hampton
Laurinda Drrum & Joey Reed
Felisha Lomb & David Potts
Mandi Outland A Darryl Sittig
Bilineki Willianu & David Bailey
Peggy Ellis & Rodger Carroll
Kristen Fairchild A Trice Seargent

°Selections
Hwy. 641 North • Murray• 753-9257

Mon.-Sat.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Dixieland Cu 753-4111011 Clwilt.nut St

RESTAI
(Formerly Sue

1SG ROCKY R. SHAPLA, Chaday
Company 2d Battalion 3980 Regiment, Madisonville, was woody
presented the prestigious Military
Excellence Award by the (NCOA),
Non Commissioned Officers AsSoelation of the United State. Of
America in recognition of his optstanding service as a none commissioned officer.

[
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Erica Rowlett, center, accepts her winning certificate from Marne
Whiteside of Murray, district president and auxiliary VOD District chairman, left. Also pictured, from left, are Shirley Brown of Murray, District
VOD Chairman Leonard Brown of Murray and District Commander W.O.
(Jim) Dismore of Gilbertsyille.

Rowlett named winner

Mrs. Vanous Kevin Brown

Mr. and Mrs. Howard B. McMillen

Clark-Brown wedding Local couple to observe
vows are said at church 50th anniversary Friday

-7 /

Candace Kay Clark and Venous Kevin Brown *ere married Saturday, Nov. 27, at First United Methodist Church, Murray.
Parents of the bride are Mr. and Mrs. Rickey Neal Clark of Murray.
Her grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Dorris Clark of Murray, Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Scull of Hazel, and the late Lurley Scull.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Vanous Brown of Williamstown and the late Debra Harness Brown. His grandparents are Dan
Brown of Mt. Vernon, Mr. and Mrs. Milton Harness of Crab Orchard,
and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Tebelman of Williamstown.
Dr. Jerry Jeffords officiated at the double ring ceremony.
Music was presented by Mrs. Joan Bowker, organist. and Mrs.
Oneida White, soloist.
The bride chose Miss Buff Fitts as her maid of honor. Bridesmaids
were Missy Nesbitt, Damara Lanier and Lisa Hopkins.
The groom chose Chip Perkins as best man. Groomsmen were Ken
Thomas, Stan Humphries and Brian Rudolph. Ushers were Jon Muchleman, Jeremiah Baldwin, Jeff English and Greg Evans.
Holly Cherry Morris presided at the guest register. Lauren Owens
was the program attendant.
A reception followed at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Servers were Amy Miller, Stephanie Lovins and Robyn McCarty.
Entertainment was provided by Monty McCuiston and the "Trippin
Lizzard Band" of Murray.
The couple is residing in Murray.
The bride is a 1989 graduate of Murray High School and attended
Murray State University. She is employed by Dr. Jon Gustafson of
Murray.
The groom is a 1987 graduate of Williamstown High School and a
1993 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science
degree in middle school education. He is employed by Calloway
County Board of Education.

Mr. and Mrs. Howard B. McMillen of 1205 Peggy Ann Dr., Murray, will observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Friday, March 4.
No formal celebration is planned.
The couple was married March 4, 1944, by the Rev. Charles A.
Humphreys at Louisville.
Their attendants were Sally McMillen Grisham, sister of the groom,
and Charles L. Hardin.
Mrs. McMillen is the former Jean Cinnamond of Louisville.
Mr. McMillen is the son of the late Rev. T.D. McMillen and Tula
Spann McMillen of Calloway County. He is retired from Rust Engineering Co., Birmingham, Ala.
They have two sons, Howard K. McMillen and wife, Laurie, of,.
New York, and Mark McMillen and wife, Debbie, of Owenton, Ky.
Their two granddaughters. are Beth and Emily of New York.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Students from Murray are among
members of the University Singers touring from David Lipscomb UniversiN this spring.
Melinda Erin 'Plunkett, a psychology major, and Stacey Lee
Smith, an English teaching major,
are among 46 students from 19
states comprising the University
Singers, said Dr. James L. Jackson, director of the group and
chairman of the department of
music at Lipscomb.
The group will perform in Tennessee, Georgia and Florida durhis other grandparents, Bill and
ing Lipscomb's spring break,
Margie Winchester.
Jackson said.
Following dinner, clown cupPlunkett is the daughter of
cakes and ice cream were served." Susan G. Plunkett, 304 North
Guests attending this party were
17th St., Murray, and is a graduparents, grandparents, and other
ate of Murray High School.
family members and friends.
Smith is the daughter of Mr.
Zakari is also the grandson of and Mrs. Terry Smith, 1615 The
Patricia Butler.
Lane, Murray, and is a graduate

Hampton girl honored
Ashlee Christin Nicole Hampton celebrated her first birthday
on Sunday, Feb. 27.
She is the daughter of Christopher and Varleria Wilson Hampton of McKenzie, Tenn.
Ashlee is the granddaughter of
Sue Wilson of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Hampton of
McKenzie.

s

Serving A Breakfast Buffet
Mon.-Sat.
5:30 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Sun. 5:30 a.m.41 a.m.

RESTAURANT
(Formerly Sue & Charlie:e)

Dinner Is Served
Mon.-Sat. 4-9 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Fish Dinners
Our Specialty
Adult Dinners, Catfish or Icelandic Cod, alarting at Milir
Up To Our All•Ifou-Canitat Dinners Poe $5.49
Dinners served with old-fashioned white beans, slaw, potalialille
and the best hushpuppies you ever put in your rnoutil

Highway 68 in Aurora • 474-2202

Nance girl
is honored

CAROLE
LITTLE®

South Pleasant
Grove Club has
regular meeting

Daisy

13-11-N-G-0

National Guard Armory

A party in honor of Ashlee was
held at her home in McKenzie
with family and friends in
attendance.

NOW OPEN!

of Murray High School.
*
I
Students at David Lipscomb
'441
•
t.
University earn bachelor of arts
Lauren Nance
and bachelor of science degrees
in nearly 100 major fields 4..
study. Master's degrees in Bible
and education are offered, as is
an Accelerated Adult Degree
PET!TES
Program.
Lipscomb is associated with
Lauren Nance celebrated her
the churches of Christ.
seventh birthday on Saturday,
Feb. 26.
Lauren and her 16 guests were
entertained by Jethro the clown at
a birthday brunch at Hardee's.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Mike Nance of Murray and
the sister, of Adam Nance, 14,
South Pleasant Grove Home- and Brett Nance, 10.
5/9,(C'7 1970
makers Club met Wednesday,
Her grandparents are Mr. and
March 9, at 1:30 p.m. at the
Fine Ladies Apparel
Mrs. Galon Burkeen and Mrs.
home of Clovis Brown.
Maxine Nance and the late
Hwy. ON • So. Fulton,, Tn.
The lesson ori.. "Decorative
Eugene Nance, all of Murray.
Wreaths" was presented by Brenda Erwin. She demonstrated several types of wreaths, arches and
swags. She also showed how to
make a florist bow.
Sp..o.oi-••41 i,s Murr.iy Shrim• loh
luta Hutson, president, presided. Clovis Brown gave the
Every Friday at 7 p.m.
devotion with scripture from
Letter II Jackpot!!!
Ecclesiastes 3:1-8.
The club voted to donate $50
to Need Line.
• 14 Games -- $100 Each
011.10L1C3
ciacr7
It was decided for each memtracurrir• $1300 Jackpot -- 15241 Number Call
ssucrt
ber to bring items to the March
One Number and $100 added to Jackixd each ueek
ItoCUICmeeting for the Family Resource
,
L.-30 Number., or
Pay. sviow
• 1.e4ter 11Center.
leonsolation Prue - 10', of 11 Jackpot, minimum $1000
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Brown and Imogene
•
Double Bingo pay,
`4 pecial Game..
Paschall.
The club will have a work day
on Wednesday, March 9, at 10
Hwy. 121 Nit•rth, 11w-ray s hy.
a.m, at the home of Inez Butterworth. Each member is asked to
bring her own item to be worked
on that day. A potluck luncheon
will be served.

$4,500

She is the great-granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Duel Hampton
and 'Mr. and Mrs. M.A. Brown,
all of McKenzie, and the late
Helen Richmond of Texarkana,
Ark.

Zakirl Shaye Winchester

ner is active at Murray High
School in the speech club having
won numerous awards in speech
tournaments. She is active in
choir and serves as a choir officer; FBLA officer, was MHS
Hugh O'Brian ambassador during
her sophomore year, and is very
active in French club.
Rowlett has been in All-State
Choir and will sing at the National Association of Teachers of
Singing (NATS) state meeting in
early March_
She is the daughter of Don and
Glenda Rowlett of Rt. 3, Murray.
Other district winners were
Bradley C. Hambrick, Post 5409,
Bardwell, second place; Susan E
O'Bryan, Post 1084, Benton,
third place; April R. Fisk, Post
5739, Catvert City, fourth place;
Jame L. Pigg, Post 6291, Murray,
fifth place.

Murrayans are selected

Winchester boy is one
Zakari Shaye Winchester, son
Paul and Crystal Winchester of
9t:4, Murray, celebrated his first
birthday on Monday, Jan. 24.
A party was held at the home
of his grandparents, Ronnie and
Patty Kimbro.
Following a supper, a 4x4 Jeep
cake and ice cream were served.
Guests attending the party
were parents, grandparents and
other family members.
On Sunday, Jan. 30, Zakari
also had a party at the home of

Erica Rowlett, a 16-year-old
junior at Murray High School,
recently was honored by the Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 6291
Murray for winning second place
in the state in the VFW sponsored Voice of Democracy Essay
Contest.
Her essay, 'My Committment
to America," won first in the district and was submitted to the
state judging where it won second place.
Rowlett won third place in the
VFW state contest last year.
The Murray second pace win-

-

+ Free Workshop +

SUBSCRIBE
Ashlee Nicole Hampton

Back to School
Information Night

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6
0
rn
0

NOTICE!

cn
0

Need help deciding a career?
Attend the optional career session at 7 45
You'll be glad you did.

$11.95 & $14.95 Pair

Monday, March 7, 1994 ++ 6-9 p m
Murray State University
Curris Center, Small Ballroom

d.Pierre Dumas
d•Selby
4.Joy

(i) Factory Discount ,
z
Shoes
Ct.
0 um K. 5th St.
7634419

Find out about:
Financial Ad
Admissions Procedures
Campus Resources to help students

Spring & Summer
Ladies' Shoes
Have Arrived!
oConnie
oNaturalizer
•Citie Sidewalk

for Adults beginning or
returning to college
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SAVE•A•LOT

Our Name Says It AllValues Every Day!

FOOD STORES
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m. • Sun. 124 p.m.

Fresh Fryer

Little Debbie
Idaho Russet

Oatmeal
Creme Pies

Potatoes

12 Ct. Pkg.

10 Lb. Mesh Bag

U.S.D.A. Boneless

Chuck Roast

George Erne
died Tuesday
He was a MI
Born March
Josephine Gab
Survivors inc
Stephen Henke
Henke, Crown
cago, Ill.; a
grandchildren.
Miller Furter
burial arranger

Drumsticks
or Thighs

6Wb

88'

Boat'

Kaskey's

Piper's Saltine

Tomato Soup

Crackers

10.75 oz. Can

33

I(

lodge

Ginger Evans Complete Buttermilk'

Pancake Syrup

Pancake Mix

24 oz. Btl. ,

32 oz. Box

16 oz. Box

994

49

Ranch House

O'Days Scalloped or

Beef Ste

Au Gratin Potatoes

:'7•t•

DAIRY FOODS
SPECIALS:

FROZEN FOODS
SPECIALS:

Halstead

Pinto Beans

8 oz Pkg.
Unique

Sea Pack Breaded

Mozzarella ‘.:79

Shrimp

$i7
4 oz Pkg

Banquet

Toppers

16 oz. Pkg.
Bliie Bonnet

45°

Prairie Farms

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE
Prairie Farms
Reg or Lite

Sour
Cream
-16 oz. Ctn.

890

•

We accept checks for
the amount of purchase only, food stamps

and
manufacturer's
coupons. Savings up
to 40% on the food you
use the most — 100%
guaranteed!

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Fresh Cul

Extra Lean

Grogan s

Pork
Steak

Ground
Chuck

Country
Sausage

$119

$.169
Ib

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Jim Adams

Fresh

Value Pack

Sliced
Bacon
12 oz Pkg.

Spare
Ribs 1
5 Lbs & Up

$129

89t,

49'
20 oz

Interstate Shoests4ag

39'

Fries

7 oz. Pkg.
Banquet

Pot Pies

39'
• 10 oz. Pkg.

Downey Flake
Lb
$149

Waffles
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Steak
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SAVE-A•LOT
FQ0.13 STORES
"Our Name Says It All"
12th St. at Storey Ave.
•
Murray, Ky.
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DEATHS
•

Wilford Mills
Wilford Mills. 79, Benton, died Tuesday at Riverfront Terrace
Health Care Center, Paducah.
An Army veteran, he was a refired operator and member of Operators and Engineers Local 181.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Ilene Mills, and his
parenu, Worth Mills and Annie Sullivan Mills.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Helen Mills; three daughters, Mrs.
Debbie Holt, Benton, Mrs. Maytha York, Paducah, and Mrs. Mary
Rose, Mayfield; three sons, BilT# Mills and Jerry Mills, Benton, and
Jackie Mills, Paducah; three sisters, Helen Mills. Detroit, Mich., and
Mrs. Robbie Parker and Mrs. Magelene Sills, Hardin; one brother,
Robert Mills, Benton; 14 grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Dr. Ben Boone will officiate.
Burial will follow in New Zion Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

George Ernest Henke
George Ernest Henke, 70, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Coldwater community,
died Tuesday at 9:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Born March 1, 1924, he was the son of the late Lewis Henke and
Josephine Galater Henke.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ernestine (Tina) Henke; two sons,
Stephen Henke and wife, Roberta, Medaryville, Ind., and David Bruce
Henke, Crown Point, Ind.; his mother-in-law, Mrs. Zora Adams, Chicago, Ill.; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Sue Henke, Indiana; four
grandchildren.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Boars-anchorbecomes
lodged in chiefs head
ANNA MARIA ISLAND, Fla.
(AP) — A fishing expedition
took a tragic turn when the boat
hit a wave and an anchor flipped
up and lodged in a man's skull.
Maurice Cullinane, 61, a
retired Washigton, D.C., police
chief, was flown by helicopter to
Bayfront Medical Center on
Monday with the anchor still in
the back of his head. He was
listed in serious but stable condition Tuesday.
Rescue workers said Cullinane
was in a chair at the front of the
25-foot boat with the Danforth
anchor on the deck behind him:

When. the boat hit a wave in
Tampa Bay, the anchor flew up
and snapped back, embedding
one of its points more than two
inches into Cullinane's skull.
The boat was met at the marina
by rescue workers, who bandaged
Cullinane's wound around the
anchor.
"He was coherent," said Manatee County sheriff's Deputy
Julius Dengler. "He still had his
sight and he could talk."
Cullinane was police chief in
Washington from December 1974
through January 1978.

Mineral severance tax law
change approved Tuesday
FRANKFORT, Ky. •• CAP) —
The House Appropriations ,and
Revenue Committee Tuesday easily approved a change in the mineral severance tax law that will
mean $7 million a year to the
General Fund.
The issue is the deduction
allowed from the severance tax
for transportation expenses. The
Revenue Cabinet maintains that
only the expenses for transporting
coal and other minerals from the
mine to the processing facility
and then to a loading area can be
deducted.
A Court of Appeals ruling last
year said companies may also
deduct the cost of moving minerals around within processing or
loading facilities.
"As far as I know, no one has

raised opposition to this," said
Chairman Marshall Long, DShelbyville.
Without the change, the
Revenue Cabinet said the state
would lose $7 million per year.
It is one of two court cases
Gov. Brereton Jones' administration is seeking to reverse with
legislation this session. But the
other is far more controversial.
Another court ruling last year
changed the application of the
exemption from the sales tax for
items used in manufacturing. The
administration says that will
fnean the loss of $62 million a
year in taxes.
But industry lobbyists say the
change proposed by the administration would actually mean a
tax increase for many companies.

Two-fifths of members
still required for passage
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
There may be only 36 members
of the Kentucky Senate right
now, but that doesn't change the
numbers required to pass a bill,
the attorney general's office said
Tuesday.
The resignations of Sens.
David LeMaster and Landon Sexton after they were found guilty
of federal criminal charges leaves
the Senate two members short of
its ordinary 38.
Assistant Attorney General
Thomas Emerson said that
doesn't change the constitutional
requirements to pass a bill or

override a gubernatorial veto.
The constitution specifies that
at least two-fifths of the members
elected to the Senate are required
to pass a bill. That means 16,
regardless of how many members
are actually serving, Emerson
said.

Chester Field Mitchuson
Chester Field Mitchuson, 60, Benton, formerly of Golden Pond,
died Tuesday at 7:16 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
An employee of Kentucky Dam State Park, he was a member of
Dexter Baptist Church. .
Born Feb. 22, 1934, in Trigg County, he was the son of the late Ed
Mitchuson and Nellie Colson Mitchuson. Two sisters and three
brothers also preceded him in death.
Survivors include throe daughters. Mrs. Anita Hardy and husband,
Ronnie, and Mrs. Judy Litchfield and husband, David, Benton, and
Mrs. Nellie Warren and husband, David, Sedalia; five sons, Jeffrey
Mitchuson and wife, Tonya, Murray, and Chester Lee Mitchuson and
wife, Angie, Brian Mitchuson and wife, Trena, Thomas Mitchuson
and wife, Cherie, and James Mitchuson and wife, Amy, all of Benton;
one sister, Mrs. Evelyn Sinerinch, Hammond, Ind.; three brothers,
James Mitchuson and wife, Irene, Murray, Herman Mitchuson, Chicago, Ill., and Willard Mitchuson and wife, Betty, Hammond, Ind.; several grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday it 1'Orin 'the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Paul Bogard will officiate.
Burial will follow in Pleasant Hill Cemetery in the Land Between
the Lakes.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 9 a.m. Thursday.

HELP is needed by Calloway County Public Library Volunteers for
IndintlficatIOn of subjects in old photographs now on display. Pictured
are Dee Cunditf and John Moore, library volunteers, arranging an exhibition of old photographs donated to the library. Many subjects are
Dnidentified and provision has been made for viewers to supply misskig Information.
•

Illegal drug trade may
Police search for suspect, be subject to tax laws
motive in Jewish assault
NEW YORK (AP) — A motorist strafed a van packed with
Hasidic Jews with bullets as they
drove over the Brooklyn Bridge,.
wounding four young men. Two
of the victims had critical brain
injuries.
Police said the lone gunman
opened fire with two 9mm semiautomatic pistols at three separate
points, blowing out his own passenger side window before escaping into Brooklyn on Tuesday.
A huge manhunt was underway
as city officials tried to calm
fears that Middle East tensions
led to the attack.
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani said
"no piece of information, hard
evidence" linked the attack to
Friday's massacre in a mosque in
the occupied West Bank, where a
Jewish settler from Brooklyn
skilled 35 to 50 Muslim
worshipers.
But "obviously that's something you can't exclude, and the
speculation is there," Giuliani
said.
Police searched for the driver
of a light blue, four-door Chevrolet — and for a motive.
Members of the orthodox
Lubavitcher Hasidic sect said the

15 young men in the unmarked
van were clearly identifiable as
Jews because their traditional
dress and hairstyles were visible
through the windows.
"It seems to us this was an act
of terrorism," said Rabbi Shrnuel
Butman, a Lubavitcher leader.
Police Commissioner William
Bratton discounted the theory that
it was a spontaneous act stemming from a traffic dispute, but
he cautioned that "we are really
operating in a vacuum at this
juncture as to the motive."
The van was one of many vehicles filled with men returning
from a visit to a Manhattan hospital where Rabbi Menachem
Schneerson, the sect's 91-yearold grand rebbe, had cataract
surgery.
The shooting began at the onramp to the bridge. Police said
the van's passengers screamed
and prayed and tried to duck bullets. When the driver stopped to
find out what happened, the gunman pulled up and fired again.
That started a chase across the
bridge, as the gunman riddled the
van with bullets and shot out the
windows before speeding away.

Investments Since 1854.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Rep. Charles Geveden wants to
turn the "revenooers" loose on
drug dealers.
The House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee on Tuesday
approved a bill that would make
the illegal drug trade subject to
tax laws. Geveden, a Wickliffe
Democrat and former prosecutor,
said this is no attempt to legalize
drugs, only to make the trade less
profitable.
The bill would require marijuana growers to obtain a stamp for
each plant at $1,000 each. A
gram of marijuana would be
slapped with a $3.50 tax, other
controlled substances $2.50 per
gram.
Failure to have the tax stamp
would be a- felony punishable by
10 years lip prison.
"It's another tool for law
enforcement to cut down on drug
dealers in Kentucky," Geveden
said.
Geveden said he was realistic
about the chances of actually

raising money from the tax.
"I'm not sitting here telling
you that people are going to go
up to the Revenue Cabinet and
buy tax stamps for their marijuana," Geveden said.
But the tax law could let-prosecutors go after drug dealers if
there was a failed criminal prosecution for some reason. "And
they wouldn't get off scot free,"
Geveden said.
Geveden said the tax. laws
would take a back seat to current
laws that allow the seizure of the
assets of the drug trade.
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Services, Inc.
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Good Reasons To Shop Downtown

4
,rs14'Nel.

New Shipments
'Spring Afghans
'House Flags
'Door Mats

str

'Balloon Bouquets
For All Occasions
*Easter Trolls & Items

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S.

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

4th St.

Ingersoll Rand —.-.—.-.— 37'/3-1
Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
.41 Murray, KY 42071.
(502) 753-3366

'=A01
HI WARD
LYONS

1.1.11. ISlusard. Wit'one, Inc • hbeenhet 4931 and St9r

141k

The vacancies are scheduled to
be filled in special elections the
next two Tuesdays in the 25th
District and the 34th District.

Simply pick up
one of these,
and you'll pick up
$1,000.

6,„

CHIROPRACTIC
FOR BETTER HEALTH
GET WELL - STAY WELL
Doctors of chiropractic sot rely help you
set well,they help you STAY WELL.Stare(
well is so afterthought to the chiropractic
profession Preventive health care to achieve
total wellness is built mo the chiropractic
philosophy, education lad saperaeoe
As you have probably inqsanamed she.
you wait to your doctor, minas the symptom
(the puss) of a backache, headache or other
dimes was rely the first rip. Redsg aid
oarrecang the problem bated the paw was
6e vital mooed Imp Advising you al fitness,
cia how you could help prevent fare rob
Isms was pwhape the imams( loos ranee
service previded to you
Moan chiropractic Mumma araphosues

"holism
'This is the ability of the healthy
body to heal itself *rhea obstructions we
removed, sad manipilation and exacta as
therapeutic methods
So, whim you ask yaw doctor of chiropractic what you should do to stay fit, to say well,
you cat count at his or bar experew wed
e X partibleCe

Dr. Mary Broeringineyer
-Ch4ropractor4 miles East as Hwy. 94
7S3-2961

-

753-1462

"Otani Lyons Fs a market meals( In this stock.
MC-price unchanged

And a majority of the members
elected are required to override a
gubernatorial veto of legislation.
That means 20, the opinion said.

DR. MARY BROER1NGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR—
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DODGE RAM 1/10
NOW 71N STOCK
Get A Mopar Beal= FREE
(A $299.00 Value)

Cain's0
CHRYSLER•PLYWOUTH-CODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
753-6448
Hwy. 641 P4. • Murray

With 20hp Kohler engine and hydrostatic
transmission, the SunStar garden tractor
will make yard work easier. Buy one now
and you'll also receive a $1,000 instant
rehite.* Stop in and test drive one today
at your Simplicity deak
'ask your an* to tomato,mos

Arimplicity
Outdoor Power
Equipment
innovation brought
down to earth.

LAMS WM Oft

Lamb's Small Engine
8 a.m.-5

p.m.

Mon.-Sat.

101 Industrial Road • Murray • 753-2925
4
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Local members attend conference
Four members of Murray State
University's Educational Talent
Search Program recently anended
the 22nd annual conference of the
Southeastern Association of Educauonal Opportunity Program Pencilriel (SAEOPP).
The program s director. OdeIsla
Tonan, teaming specialist Mary
Anne Medlo..k and student COURSe lots Tim Piuman and Karen McC
lain represented the thuversity at
the cori• anion held Feb. 13-16 in
Oser 800 counseCharlotte. N
loe• tea. her, and adnunistrators,
re tve n Ling some 180 colleges,
untsermurs and agem.ies from eight
soudica.stern \LAWN, were also in
attendance
This year s Lonlereme, "Etius:auon, Business and the Media The
Tno Partnership tor the Future,'
allowed attendees to participate in
panel discussions informational
sessions and training workshops.
The keynote speaker for the opening session was Andrew Young,
former U.S. Ambassador to the
United Nations and former mayor of
Atlanta.
S AEOPPis a regional • iation
composed of •
•
'
from
Alabama. •
ilk Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina.

QD We are proud to use

recycled newsprint.Aim

cessisdity to persons wishing so
attend institutes of higher ethicsuon

South Carolina arid Tennessee lii
to pionsotc equal etlu•a
uonal opportunits and greater a.

ITIISUOn is
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Prices Good
March 2, 1994
Thru
March 8, 1994

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

wir Accept Food Stomps

We Reserve The RIght

To Limit Osiontitms

We Do Custom Bar-B-6) Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
U.S. Choice

Owen's Best Extra Lean

U.S. Choice Boneless

Rolled Rump or
Sirloin Tip Roast

Round Steak
Ground Round
1 99 Bacon 1 69
Lb.
I Lb
Owens Best
Sired Sian

Financial aid
applications due

Held 12 oz

Pro Leaguer

Boneless $1.89 Lb

k1 00
Y I %,•

All Murray Stale University student financial aid applicants who
apply 'for grants, loans and student
employment for the 1994-95
academic year must meet the supulated requirements for considcra

2
39

89`

L
$"
I 19
•

U.S. Choice Boneless

Lb

2

Scott
Sogle Roll

Duncan Hines

Cake Mix
18 oz

79`

Snacks
5-7 oz

Lb

Towels

99c
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Caffeine Free Coke, Fresar.

1/2% Milk
$ 1 89

The .Murray Stale University
acadermt—ream placed third in the
Transylvania University academic
tournament held in Lexington on.
February 19.
In the playoff rounds MSL'
dow ned Alice Lloyd College 48-31
and Pikeville College 30-28 before
being edged by Georgetown Col
lege 31730 and defeated by the
University of Kentucky 82-17.
This was a pretty good day for
us, especially an defeating a tough
Pikeville team," said MSU coach
Ted Brown after the tournament.
We were of course disappointed to
lose .such a close one to Georgetown
and certainly could have played IX
closer, but we Made a respectable
showing against some very strong
competition. This should give us
some positive momentum for the
rest of the season."
MSU was represented at Transylvania by Brad Kelley. Benjy Davis,
Kurt Denton, Mitch Harris,. and
Jessie Darnell. The team will next
be in 'action at the Elizabethtown
tournament on March 5.

Lb.
1 79

79'
Flav 0 R ch

Academic Team
placed at third

Boneless Skinless Chickeri

Pork Chops Breast Fillets
19 Paper $259
Bugles

Pork Loin

Bonnet

Margarine

Center Cut

1/4 Sliced

Sirloin Tip Steak
59

Students must complete and return the 1994-95 Student Financial
Aid Application to the Student
Financial- Aid Office in the basement floor of Sparks _Hall,prior
April).
The Free Application for Federal
Student Aid or the Renewal Free
Application for Federal Student Aid
must be completed and mailed to the
federal processor.
Johnny McDougal, director of
the Student Financial Aid Office at
Murray State, reminds students if a
Renewal Free Application has been,
or will be completed, the Murray
State Student Financial Aid 'Application must also be completed and
filed in the Student Financial Aid
Office before April 1.
All forms are available in the
Student Financial Aid Office in
' Sparks Hall. For more information,
call the office at 762-2546.

ter

99'

69`
Minute Maid

Orange----Juice
$ 1 49
64 oz

1

Hunt's Yellow Cling 1/2 or Slices -

Charmin

Prelate Pink

Peaches

Bathroom Tissue

Salmon
14.7 oz. $ 1 39

29 oz

gogo

Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb,
A&W Root Beer

4 Roll Pkg.139
Prairie Farm
12 pk.

$269

2% Milk

Land 0 Lakes No Fat or Lite
gal

Sour Cream

Folgers S/R Flake

Crisco or

Coffee

Puritan Oil

Sweet Sue

11.5 oz.
Betty Crocker Asst. Variety

Chicken & Dumplings

Dove Dishwashing

Liquid

22 oz

99'

16 oz

48 oz.

89'
$219

24 oz
Crisco Peg or Butter Flavor

Hamburger Helper

Coke, Diet,Coke, Sprite, Fresco, $309
Caffeine Free Coke
12 pk

Pre-Priced 15 oz.

Hyde Park

Shortening

Cheerios

Pinto Beans

31b.

2 lb. Bag
Hunt's Angela Mba Crushed

Total Pre-Priced

Peter Pan

Peanut Butter

Corn Flakes

18 oz

Murray resident
wins QVC prize
T.M. Farrell, of Murray, has
recendy-become a winner on QVC.
according to spokesperson for Murray Cabievision. QVC is a nauonally televised cable shopping prog
rani that Murray Cabkvision carries
locally on channel 49
Burneue Ferguson, system manager, said that Farrell won one ol
five $1,000 QVC shopping spree
daily prizes:
"QVC gives ow viewers great
entertainment. plus the convenience
of shopping at home via cable". said
Ferguson
They offer quality,
brand-name merchandise at attrac
uve prices Viewers simply call a
toll-free number to order the items
they want."
The QVC shopping program is
broadcast live, 24 houn a day. 7
days a week. QVC currently
reaches more than 46.4 million
cable subscribers and 3 aniline
satellite dish owners from comet to
COWL

Deli Hot Line I
753-7811

90.44€ — 91.4st Id4ftee 9o-M4

Owens Famous
Honey Dipped

Baby Back Ribs

$489
Lb

Owens Best
Oven Baked

Owen s Fomous
(Whole) Herb
Roosted

Chicken

Turkey'Breast

$q8E9

89

$3

a

A

Owens Best
Honey Baked

Owens Best

Ham
$389

BBC) Beef
59

Lb

$3

Lb

.Eckrich
& Pimento,
Jalapeno, Old
Fashioned
Ms Loafs •

29

Lb
•

$3

Lb

10 oz.

In•

Tomatoes

29 oz.

79'
79'

Fresh

White Seedless

Fresh Yellow

Broccoli

Grapes

Squash

i:69!.
L
b
.
89
.9,..
Golden
Ripe

Bananas

Snow White

Cauliflower
00

9

Hew
7

Granny Smith

Apples

69!
_

•1
S
- ECTION B
MEAT
SALE

Wonder

Country Fair

Bread
C LASSIC

FOODS
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Gala - Jumbo Roll

Double 0

Paper Towels

Buttermilk

Pink Salmon

r,oLOGNA

Sunshine

Field

Seafood Feast

Northern

Cat Food

Bath Tissue

All Varieties

MT

IE:10]B,X="AlE..._71-1N/JET\T-11r

Value Pac

Ground,Be f

Field
' Finest

William's

Country Sausage

57
Value Poe - Boneless

Jack's - Assorted Flavors

Fresh Green

Cabbage
Oranges

6/9Kt

4.
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All-OVC voting disturbs Edgar
Rogers repeats; MSU gets three

OVC TOURNAMENT

Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Times
Murray State head coach Scott Edgar was
-voted the 1993-94 Ohio Valley Conference
CONTEVALLEY
Coach of the Year while Tennessee State center
RENCE
Carlos Rogers repeated as OVC Player of the
Year.
Results of the voting, by league coaches and
Gumm, a 6-0 point guard from Bowling
sports information directors, were released by Green, was A three-year starter and was on
the league office on Wednesday.
three OVC championship teams.
Edgar, winning the award for the second time
First-year Racer Marcus Jones, a senior from
in his three years AS an OVC head coach, had
Memphis, Tenn., was voted to the league's Allmixed feelingrwtien the young was announced. Newcomer Team.
-To me, it's very, very bittersweet." Edgar
Murray State did not have a player voted Allsaid before leaving for the OVC Tournament in OVC Honorable Mention.
Nashville, Tenn. "I get the award and the playEdgar, remembering the 1991-92 season
ers deserve it and we only get two players in
when two-time OVC Player of the Year Popeye
the top spots. I'm amazed and confused."
Jones was edged for the award by Brett Roberts
Murray State (22-4 overall, 15-1 OVC) won of Morhead State, knew before the voting thatits sixth OVC championship in seven years, yet his players might not show up on many ballots.
league._ 'Xine_day a-couple-of weeks ago 1 prepared
Racer sophomore guard Marcus Brown, aver- them for that," said Eclgat, "but I had not idea
aging 19 points per game, was the only Racer of something like this. My kids win fifteen
voted to the All-OVC First Team and senior games and only get two spots.
Cedric Gumm found himself alone on the All"I'm looking here at the voting and I see two
OW Second Team.
teams that were barely five hundred and they
Atter Rogers, Brown, a 6-3 guard from West bave more players on the team than we do."
Memphis, Ark., received more vows than any
Seventh-place Tennessee Tech (9-20, 5-11)
(Aber player despite not being recognized on
any Preseason All-OVC Teams.
II See Page 38
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STEVE PARKER:Let/gar a Ttrnes Drat°

sophomore Marcus Brown was
named AN-OVC First Team.
Raw

ImprbvEd Cats ho
By MIKE DABRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Sesenth-ranked Kentucky hopes
to have a better shot at defeating
No. 19 Florida in their Southeastern Conference showdown
tonight
Were a much better basketrtall team than when we played
them." said Kentucky coach Rick
Piuno, refemng to the 59-57 loss
at.Gainessille. Fla., on Jan. 18.
The Wildcats shot only 34.5
percent while FlOrida made only
32.2 percept from the field in the
physical contest. • While Paulo gives some credit
to Florida's zone defense, he said

MURRAY STATE

I

BYE

MURRAY STATE
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Ford expected to play
his pia)ers took 19 -- terrible''
Ng plays," he said.
shots during the course of the
Cross leads Florida with 15.7
game.
points, followed by Brown with
In the past few weeks'. he said' 15.2 and center Dametri Hill with
the Wildcats have averaged only
tour or five bed shots a game.
• Kentucky and Florida have
- which has made us a better
identical records, 22-5 overall
basketball team."
Besides taking -better Shots, and 11-3 in the SEC. The winner
will take over the top spot- in the
Piuno believes the Wildcats must
Eastern Division with only one
contain Florida guards Dan Cross
conference game remaining on
and Craig Brown.
the schedule for both teams.
When the clock is running
down, and the passes don't work,
Florida was in the drivel's scat
for the division title until falling
both of.these guys have the ability to go one-on-one and create
h2-78 at Vanderbilt last Saturday

TENNESSEE STATE

for her role in the Jan. 6 said Tuesday.
AP Sports Writer
attack. on rival Nancy Kerrigan.
After the earlier heanng, the
After an earlier hearing, the
, PORTLAND. Ore. AP i
USFSA could have suspended
panel decided there were reason- Harding pending the outcome of
The U.S Figure Skating Associaable grounds to believe Harding the disciplinary process, but
tion has delayed by one day the
was in on or knew of the Kern- declined to do so. Harding
start of next week's hearing to
went
gan
plot. The committee ordered on to compete in the Olympic
consider disciplinary action
second.hearing be held to deter- Games after filing a $25 million
against Tonya Harding.
mine what disciplinary action, if lawsuit that challenged the U.S.
Harding's attorneys had asked
any, should be imposed.
Olympic Committee's authority
for an indefinite postponement of
"The panel will be looking at to keep her out of the
the hearing, which previously
a series of penalties, if in fact competition.
was scheduled for March 9, but
they - find that she violated the
In that lawsuit, which was disthe USFSA was willing only to
code of ethics." Hybl said
missed in a Settlement with the
move it back to March 10.
Tuesday.
USOC, Harding contended it was
The most severe potential the figure skating association, not
"They wanted more time, but
penalties are suspending her asso- the Olympic committee, that had
this was the best we could do to
,iation
membership or banning the authority to discipline her.
accommodate them. We've got
her from the organization for life.
The panel is to meet. with USFthe world championships coming
In either casc. Harding would SA attorneys the night of March
up." said Bill Hybl, who chairs
the five-member panel that will • be ineligible to compete in the 9 to lay the groundwork for the
World Figure Skating Champion- hearing, which could last as long
conduct
hearmg.
ships, scheduled for March 22-27 as three days.
The USFSA committee will
in Chiba, Japan.
meet in Colorado Springs, Colo.,
"She really wants to go to the
One of Harding's attorneys,
to determine whether Harding
worlds, if they let her," Hard , Bob Weaver, would not say
should be kicked out of the assoing's coach. Diane Rawlinson, whether his client would attend.
ciation
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The Nashville Alumni Chapter's;0,
Cordially Invites All MSU Alumni & Friends
To Celebrate OVC Championship Week!
MARCH 3-5, 1994
"MSTI/OVC"rovraasaaat Tip-Off Party'
-Thursday, March 3 from 4:45-6:45 p.di.
Captain's Table &retaining
3131/a Church Street 6 Nashville, TN
15151 256-3353
st 4,4

II

Both Receptions At
"Championship Pre-Came Reception
Holiday Inn Crown, Plaza
Satordr, March 5
611 Union Street
6-00400 p m
Nashville, TN
(Game Time; 830 p m
(6 I 5) 259-2000
NEW CINic tic IKETS TO WATCH THE
RACERS?
For Information Please Call: Ticket Pre (515)
291-5000

"mei-Final Pre-Came Reception
Friday, March 4
430-6.30 p.m
(Came Time 7 p m )
•

-Asa-
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"We will respond in some
fashion but I can't make any
comment beyond that," Weaver
said.
Hybl said the USFSA wants
Harding to participate. She did
not take part in the earlier
hearing.
"She can either appear, she
can send us a videotape or she
can submit a statement," Hybl
said.
The panel also plans to hear
from Jeff Gillooly, Harding's exhusband, who has admitted his
role in the Kerrigan attack. Gillooly, who has pleaded guilty to
racketeering in a deal .with prosecutors, says Harding was in on
the plot and gave the final OK —
allegations the skater denies. '
Multnomah County Circuit
Judge Donald Londer refused to
let•Gillooly travel to Colorado for
the hearing. But Gillooly could
submit a video or written
deposition

tent
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AP Sports Writer

CHAPEL HILL, N.C.(AP) —
Michael Jordan's crack at themajor leagues apparently isn't too
popular with some baseball
players.
.'1 know a lot of baseball players don't want to see him make it
hccause it will be a slap in the
face to therh," said former Kansas City Royals third baseman
George Brett
"The guys that I've talked to
that have been around the White
Sox camp say it's a joke. You
have all these guys that had great
years and all they are is a side
"how for Michael." Brett said
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Marshall
gets by
Mayfield
TRAVIS FORD

"We're going to do something,
but I don't know what it is," said
Gillooly's attorney, Ron Hoevei
Hybl would not say whether
Harding's attorneys would be
allowed to cross-examine witnesses, but said the process "is
going to be fair, I can assure you
of that."
The hearing 'will be closed,
Hybl said. But any evidence and
testimony could be used by Norm
Frink, the lead prosecutor in the
case in Portland, to help in his
investigation.
"He could slap a subpoena and
it would be on its way out of
here," Hybl said.
The grand jury investigating
the Kerrigan attack is to submit
its final report March 21. Funk
has said he doubts there will be
any developments before then.
Weaver said that speculation
Harding is trying to reach a deal
with prosecutors is not true.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Marshall County's boys had an
easy time in their Fourth District
tournament opener Tuesday
night. downing Mayfield 64-45 at
Murray High School,
The Marshals, 16-11, advance
to Friday night's championship
game at Racer Arena, facing the
winner of Thursday night's
Murray-Calloway County battle.

II Fourth District Tournament play resumes tonight
when Calloway County
meets Mayfield in a girls'
first-round game at Murray
High School. Tipoff is set
for 7 p.m.
On Monday, Marshall grabbed
a 23-12 lead after one quarter and
coasted from there, leading 34-18
at halftime and 52-29 at the third
quarter stop. •
'
Jeremy Story led Marshall with
21 points while Jeff Darnell
added 15,. including four threepoint shots, Todd Clevidence
tossed in eight and Dan Langhi
had seven. The Marshals were 20
of 26 at the free throw line.
Phillip Travis had 14 points
and Koby Fritts 13 to lead Mayfield, whah ended the season at
9-19. The Cardinals drilled six
three-point shots, three by Fritts,
but stepped to the free throw line
just eight times, making seven.

Brett, Johnson speak out on
Jordan's move into baseball
By DAVID DROSCHAK

tR(

PUY'

THURSDAY — 930 9 m

Harding's disciplinary hearing moved
By BOB BAUM

SATURDAY
I p

I MOREHEAD STATE

lorida
Kentucky, meanwhile, registered its fourth straight victory
Sunday with an 80-59 win over
Georgia. The Wildcats did it with
defense, scoring 46 points off a
season-high 29 turnovers by
Georgia.
- Anthony Epps came up with
five steals while Rodrick Rhodes
and Tony Delk each had three in
dismantling Georgia on offense.
"That was like a shark
attack," Pitino said of his team's
defense.
Kentucky guard Travis Ford,
who suffered a hamstring pull in
his right leg, is expected to play
against Florida.
-II See Page 38

7 p.m.

EASTERN KENTUCKY

Tuesday in an interview after
promoting a new golf league for
current arid former athletes.
Brett's comments come a day
after Seattle pitcher Randy Johnson promised to give Jordan
some tight pitches should they
ever meet. The 6-foot-10 Johnson
also said he was going to ask the
NBA SuperSonics for a tryout.
adding that he could probably
block a 235-pounder on the
basketball court better than Jordan can hit a baseball.
Brett talked about Jordan at the
Governor's Club golf course,
which is less than 10 miles from
where Jordan played basketball
for the University of North
Carolina

Brett, a future Hall of Fanner
with more than 3,000 hits, is considered one of baseball's best students of hitting. He changed his
batting stroke when he broke into
the major leagues, cutting down
his swing and going more to the
opposite field — a method that
produced a dozen .300 seasons.
Brett said he hasn't seen Jordan hit in person, but believes the
former Chicago Bulls All-Star
must be going through some
growing pains.
"It gets to a point where when
you are swinging the bat good
you don't have negative thoughts
going through your mind. You
don't worry about your fundamentals." Brett said
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BRIEFS
Exhibition baseball games start today
(AP) — Major league exhibition games start today, with San
Diego playing Seaulc at Peoria, Ariz. Minnesota plays Pittsburgh
on Thursday at Bradenton, Fla.
Thirteen major league games are on tap Friday. On Saturday, the
New York Yankees and Montreal become the last teams to make
their spring debuts.

White Sox pitcher DeLeon out 3-6 weeks
lot-Jos

r

(AP) — The Chicago White Sox will be without pitcher Jose
DeLeon for three to six weeks after an MRI revealed a torn knee
ligament. The White Sox signed right-hander Scott Sanderson to a
minor league contract.
DeLeon has a partial tear of the medial collateral ligament of his
left knee, an injury sustained during fielding drills Monday.
The White also announced agreements on one-year contracts
with 17 players currently on the roster, including reliever Roberto
Hernandez, who saved 38 games last season.
Hernandez said his contract had a base salary of $275,000 and
also included incentives. He made $195,000 last season.

All-OVC voting...
FROM PAGE 28
•-i

lid the way with five players
*laced on the four All-OVC
ams while fourth-place Eastern
(13-13, 9-7) had four
players. Murray State, Austin
Puy and Morehead all had three
players while 'Tennessee State
and Southeast Missouri placed

gentucky

two.

In addition to Rogers and
Brown, Milton Dean of Middle
Tennessee, Tyrone Beck of Austin Peay and John Allen and
Arlando Johnson of Eastern Kentucky were named to the first
team.

Joining Gumm on the second
team were Tech's Maurice Houston, UT-Martin's Dewayne Powell, SEMO's Curtis Shelton,
Morehead's Johnnie Williams
and Tennessee State's Tim
Horton.
Tech's Carlos Floyd, voted
OVC Newcomer of the Year,
— joined- Murray State's .toneS and
OVC Freshman of the Year Bubba Wells of Austin Peay on the
All-Newcomer Team. Also on the
team were Tyrone Boardley of
Morehead, Lorenzo Coleman of
Tech, Jeremall Morgan of SEMO
and Marlon Stewart of Eastern
Kentucky.

Improved 'Cats...
FROM PAGE 2B
"It's not as serious as we anticipated," said Pitino. "Travis
cquld have actually played in the
second half (against Georgia) if
we'd needed him."
Delk is Kentucky's top scorer
with 16.2 points, while Rhodes
contributes 14.4 and Ford 11.6.
:The Eastern Division champion
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LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP) —
Southern Mississippi has already
earned No. 10 Louisville's
respect.
When the teams met- Tin. 22,
Louisville escaped with a 70-69
homecourt victory on DeJuan
Wheat's short jumper in the final
seconds. The Metro Conference
teams meet tonight. at Southern
Mississippi.
"We're going in and approach
the game by giving them a lot of
respect because anytime you
come into Freedom Hall and
almost win a game in the last second, that team is capable of beating you or blowing you out of
their place," said Louisville forward Greg Minor.
After Southern Mississippi, the
Cardinals play at UCLA on Sunday to close out the regular

Ford Ranger XLT
Features:
• 2 3L ER 1-4 Engine
knit Lone Parent

753-2656
753-1833
759-1980
753-8013

Greg Bailey
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Transm ission
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• Alf Conditioning
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Thomas Jones ...
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753-4902
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• Ford Auto C iub Membershtp
24-hour roadside assistance
Custom travel planning
24 hgur toll free assistance

York's 46-9 advantage over Sacramento's reserves.
"There's so much depth on
this team," said Anthony, who
started the previous 36 games. "I
wanted to be more aggressive and
penetrate and not worry about
mistakes."
New York, which saw a
TA -game lead over Orlando cut
to two in February, didn't take
,control against the Kings until
the fourth quarter, using a 13-3
run to build an 86-74 edge with
5:24 left.
"They're the strongest team in
the NBA," Sacramento coach
Garry St. Jean said. "I thought
there were a couple of times
when they got away with a little,
but that's to their credit. We
didn't get the breaks."
Mitch Richmond scored 29
points for the Kings, who had a
five-game home winning streak
snapped. Lionel Simmons scored
18 points for the Kings, who
have beaten the Knicks only once
in 10 games during the last five
seasons.

UL meets Southern Miss
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The Associated Press
The New York Knicks lost
most of their Atlantic Division
lead in February. March brought
a new lineup and the end of a
four-game losing streak.
Coach Pat Riley's three new
starters missed 10 of 18 shots and
combined for just 17 points, but
the bottom line was a 100-88 victory Tuesday night at
Sacramento.
"It's nice to shake the doldrums with a win," said Riley,
whose team outrebounded Sacramento 54-32. "Our rebounding
paid off. We got the shots when
we needed them."
Patrick Ewing, one of two holdover starters in the revamped
lineup, had 28 points and tied his
season-high with 21 rebounds.
Riley started Anthony Bonner,
Derek Harper and Hubert Davis
in place of Charles Smith, John
Starks and Greg Anthony.
But Anthony, averaging 4.8
points on 28 percent shooting his
previous seven games, came off
the bench with 18 points, including three 3-pointers. -lie
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the conference tournament next
week at Memphis, Tenn. The
squads close their regular seasons
on Saturday, with Kentucky at
South Carolina and Florida entertaining Tennessee.
"It would be great to win it,"
Pitino said of the Florida game,
"but the NCAA tournament is
right around the corner as well as
the conference tournament. It's a
w4x. Rpm over::

Knicks shake out of
doldrums with win at
Sacramento Tuesday

season.
"We've had some success at
Southern Mississippi (5-5) and
none at UCLA (0-5)," said
Louisville coach" Denny Crum.
"It would be nice to turn this trip
into a couple victories. I'm not
exactly sure how to do that."
Louisville (23-4, 9-2 Metro) is
coming oft a.103-65 victory over
Howard on Monday night. Minor
led the way by equaling a seasonhigh 25 points while Dwayne
Morton added 18.
Center Clifford Rozier, who
scored 28 points in the earlier
meeting against Southern Mississippi, leads the Cardinals with
19.0 points and 11.3 rebounds a
game. He was named the Metro
Player of the Week for a record
fifth time for the week ending
Feb. 27.
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"Good service,
good coverage.
good price-

That's State Farm
insurance.

State Farm
Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

Jane Rogers
753-9627
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(Neat to Century 21)

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.°

MIMI MART
WHEN MINUTES MATTER
•••••-•-•
t

Minit Mart Foods, Inc.

march 2.1994
RR OPEAITTER To:
THE EMPLOVEES OF "OMIT MART FOODS. Inc.&
MEMBERS OF OUR COMMURITV
During the past couple of weeks, the severe weather has
impacted all of our lives in unusual ways. We at Minit Mart
have always had a great appreciation for the people in our community, but as a result Of our experiences with the recent
weather. our awareness of the value of our employees, their
families, our friends and customers has been heightened.
numerous stories were relayed by Minit Mart folks saying they
needed to be at the store because their customers needed them
during these bad days. It was not only the thought of keeping
Minit Marls door open. bill 3 genuine concern for the needs of
our customers. neighbors. friends and storm weary travelers.
We would like to publicly take this special opportunity to thank
all of the people in our community for the esprit de corps exhibited recently. Thank you Minit Mart employees for caring, and
thank you to the community for sharing. . . coffee when the
electricity was out, warmth from kerosene heaters when the
heat was out. and most of all friendship from the heart!
Sincerely.
4

Fred M. Higgins, President

-you Will Be Satisfied-

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main Street

Murray, Ky.

(502) 753-5273
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Calloway County Jucer,Execubve J.D. Williams signs a proclamation
naming March as Women's History Month. Looking on are Murray Mayor Bill Cherry along with Ruth Cole, (beck row, left) vice president of
the Kentucky Lake Murray Chapter of the American Association of
Retired Persons: and Charlotte Barker, past secretary of the local
chapter

Weill Smith, second from left. of Paducah ass recently awarded a 8200
schoiarship for the spring semester at Murray State University by members of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Inc. sorortty. Smith, daughter of Early and Ray Stone of
Paducah,lea senior education major at Murray State. She is a 1979 graduate
Porn Paducah Tilghman High School. Pictured with Smith are, froni left
sorority members Pam Dixon of Henderson, UiDora Porter of LaCenter and
Tamikla Dumas, adviser.

Volunteers' luncheon of Calloway County Public Ubrary was held
recently at the library. Pictured, from left, are Elsie Parker, former
board member and outstanding volunteer, Gail Parker, present board
member, Jean Murdock, volunteer, Max Parker, and Gerry Reed and
Carolyn Adams, library staff members. Other board members present
were Walt Apperson, Bobby Martin and wife, Shirley, and Clarkle Butterworth. Other staff members present were Ben Graves, director, Deana
Harmon, Wanda Klmbro, Ginny Morgan, Volvo Maupin and Sandy Unn,
and Joanne Schroader, District library. Other volunteers and guests
present were Dorothy Norris, Ed Rohder, Mary and John Roliey, Claire
and John Resig, Ginny and Kenneth Thomason, Auburn Wells, Olivia
Marshall, Julia and Rowena Cullom, Alex and Sallie Gay, Gwen Healey,
Gary Thornell, Shelby Morgan, Sandra Rogers, Dee CundIff and John
Moore.

SI

Whitney Houston wins
big at Grammy Awards

Murray Mayor Bill Cherry signs a proclamation naming March 12 as the
82nd anniversary of the Girl Scouts. Also pictured are Calloway County
Judge Executive J.D. Williams: along with Brownie Troop 864 members
front, from left) Jennifer McKnight, Mallory Allgood. Breanna Volp and
Bunga Araminta; and (back) members of Junior Troop 820, Jessica Ottway ileft) and Jennifer Todd. -
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Providing speech-language services at Murray-Calloway County Hospital are
(from left) speech-language pathologists Dixie Hopkins of Murray, director,
Rairee Lee of Benton, and Heyde Hackel of Mayfield.

Hospital hires two
new staff members-

Murray-Cipoway CounN Hospital is pleased to note the recent
addition of .two speech-language
pathologists to the hospital's
Speech-Language Rehab Unit,
Now working with the unit's
director, Dixie Hopkins, are Heyde
Hackel of Mayfield and Rainie Lee
of Benton. Hackel and Lee both
earned masters degreesin SpeechLanguage Pathology from Murray
State University.
As speech-language pathologists.
Hopkins, Hackel and Lee identify
and meat speech, language and
swallowing disorders resulting from
conditions such as total or partial
hearing loss, stroke, head injury.
delayed language development,
laryngectomy, mental retardation,
voice disfunction and articulation
problems. They work with all ages
of patients with communication disorders and work as a team with
families and other healthcare professionals and teachers.
Hopkins, Hackel and Lee have
been conducting free speech-language development and hearing
screenings on children at area day
care centers and after-school programs. Having children screened

when they are young can enable
teachers and parents to become
aware of any communication problems of children and work toward
meeting their needs.
Any day care center or 'afterschool programs interested in haying free screenings done should
contact the MCCH Speech-Language Rehab Unit at (502) 7621100.
Speech-language services at
MCCH are provided on an inpatient
and outpatient basis. The staff see
all stroke patients in the hospital and
any others referred to them by
physicians.
Patients who remain homebound'
after a hospital stay can receive
speech-language rehab in their
home through Home Care Services.
The speech-language pathologists
also work with patients in the
hospitals Long Term Care Unit and
West View Nursing Home who
have speech, language or swallowing difficulties.
If you'd like more information on
speech-language pathology services at MCCH or have a fnend or
family member in need of these
services, call (502) 762-1100.
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NEW --Y-OR-K-(AP)---- Don't-be- television- viewers.- According eti
fouled: Those were the Grammys, Michael Greene, president of the
National Academy of Recording
not the Oscars.
Arts and Sciences, one of SinatMovie music from "Aladdin"
ra's assistants, Susan Reynolds,
and "The Bodyguard" captured
was worried that Sinatra "would
the recording industry trophies at
-the 36th annual Grammy Awards. have talked for about an houe'f
The "Aladdin" soundtrack, and after a few minutes She asked
which last year won two CBS to cut to a commercial.
After thebreak, program host
Academy Awards, took five
Garry Shandling apologized.
Grammys Tuesday night. "A
Whole New World (Aladdin's "Mr. Sinatra should have finished his speech. I think that was
Theme)" won song of the year
for composers Alan Menken and
a' slight mistake," he said..
Besides Sinatra, other reciTim Rice, while Natio Bryson
pients of lifetime achievement
and Regina Belle were honored
awards were Aretha Franklin, and
for their duct on the song.
the late jazz artist Bill Evans and
And Whitney Houston, weeks
pianist Arthur Rubinstein.
after winning eight awards at the
The academy also honored
American Music Awards, won in .
songwriter Curtis Mayfield, parathree of the four categories she
lyzed four years ago when a
was nominated in at the Gramlighting tower fell on him, with a
my's — all for music for "The
performance by an all-star band
Bodyguard."
Miss Houston won best pop
that included Bonnie Raitt, Bruce
female vocalist and record of the
Springsteen and B.B. King.
year for the single "I Will
"It's wonderful to know that a
Always Love You," which she
new generation of youngsters,.
sang to cipen the Grammy telemany of whom were never even .
cast. "The Bodyguard" soundborn when I was in my prime, are
track won album of the year.
still listening to Curtis," Mayfield said backstage.
"Biodyguard" Producer David
Sting, who had six nominaFoster picked up four Grammys,
including producer of the year.
tions, won a best pop vocal performance award for "If I Ever
Miss Houston's version of -"I
Lose My Faith in You.•• He also
Will Always Love You" has sold
won two technical awards for an
more than 10 million copies.
and video.
album
Composer Dolly P"arten happily
Some other multiple nominees
presented her with one Grammy.
"When I 'wrote that song -22. — Billy Joel, Neil Young and
R.E.M. — were shut out.
years ago I had a heartache,"
Soul Asylum, Aerosmith, Meat
Parton said. "But its amazing
Ozzy Osbourne and Stone
Loaf,
hew healing money can be."
Temple Pilots all won awards in
In an evening of sentimentalirock categories.
ty, it was up to a young lion and
Outside Radio City Music
an old one to inject some life —
Hall, a group of protesters includU2's Bono and Frank Sinatra.
ing Kim Gordon of Sonic Youth
Bono, seemingly baffled to
members of the Breeders
and
alternative
music
pick up an
objected
to elimination of
Grammy for his bands _"Zioorocategory
best female rock
for
pa" album, uttered an expletive
vocal performance.
in his acceptance speech. He
Afterward, National Academy
returned minutes later with a poe- of Recording Arts and Sciences
tic, stream-of-consciousness triPresident Michael-Greene admitbute to a choked-up Sinatra, who ted it was a "huge hole in our
.received a lifetime achievement process."
award.
Soul singer Toni Braxton won
"He's the boss of bosses, the
besenew artist and was the only
man, the big bang of.pop," Bono singer- to beat Miss Houston, in
said. "I'm not going to mess the category of best female
with him. Are you?" rhythm and blues performance.
Sinatra,_ his voice -breaking
Country star Mary-Chapin Carafter Bono's speech and the audi- penter won two Grammys for her
ence's standing ovation, recov- version of "Passionate Kisses."
ered enough to joke that he Dwight Yoakam won best counneeded a drink and to throw a try vocal performance by a male.
dart at Dean Martin.
Rapper Dr. Die won a Grammy
"This is more applause than for best rap solo performance,
Dean heard in his whole career," while jazz rappers Digable
he said.
Planets won the best group rap
The speech ended abruptly for award.

Fuelish Person Someone paying rent or more per
gallon for gas on the tank they will never own.
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Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011

Effect'

Mat

•

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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WEDNESDAY MARCH 2, 1994

BUY MORE & PAY LESS
TODAY & EVERYDAY...
Hours:

'Mon.-Sat. 7-9

Sun. 11-6:30

It's The Total On The Tape That
•

•

•

s

• •

„.
•-• -•
•

. •

1/2 Rib End
Value Pack

PORK
LOIN

SMOKED

78
Fresh Field (Bonus 3/4.56)

Ham Sausage

$1.69
lb. $2.79

16 oz.

Value Pack Boneless
Cube Steak

lb.

STRAWBERRIES-

11 Plat Plat OAS

16 oz. Pooch - Wicks

SW
89'
$2.59

Strawberry Glaze
Countess

Dessert Cups

Fresh Value Pack

Pork Steak

,

Quart $1.58

IS oz. $1.69

Sausage

f• •• •

Fresh
From
Florida

Pint

Lb.

Williams Pork

•

'
••

Countess

$1.49

Angel Food Cakes

Fresh Fryer Value Pack

THIGHS OR
DRUMSTICKS

Fresh
California

17
"
4ivizAtt4
„Ze

Miti‘

CAULIFLOWER

IGA

2% MILK
Lb.

99

Fresh

Fryer Breast

lb. $1.59

Value Pack Boneless

$4.99

Ribeye Steak

lb.

Singleton (Bonus 3/3.67)
Clam Strips or
Shrimp Poppers

5-6 oz.

liiiiirliUoriliC
Pe
ialy
18 Oz. lax

S 39
Head
U.S. No. 1 Idaho

Potatoes

Gallon
Jug

99'

Mix N Match
Green Peppers,
Green Onions or
Lb. Carrots

IMILK
CORN MRFIN MIX BUTTii
Sun Sold 64 132.
SalesU1IIIU
8.5 oz. Box

$1.59

3For $1.00

Dann RAID

runuii

1/11

5 Lb. Bag

20 Lb. Bag

F

gC 99C $299
s.
,

Tanya Italian Asstd. Varieties

PASTRY PIZZAS
15-17 oz. lox

Effective Oates:
Match 2-8

HOMETOWN PR

DT.

We resins die right to
hiNt quantities and COffeCt
printing OCTOM.

,

•

:* I
•••
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MURRAY LEDGER a TIMES

CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1212pisay
$500 Coiumn Inch
aos. oewiimair was tux,
410% DaDOGYli 3112 Ike&
Va I me SAW be Mai eep ireireal
$1 7$ per column Inch extra kw
Tuesday dihopping 64,400)

Rectsled_Asti
-

254 per wool. $5.00 minimum
1st clay Se per word per clay tor
each oaciabonal cortsecultve
ctoy $175 extra tor Shopper
Clues Classifieds go Into Shopping Gads.) $200 •Ora kw
blind box ads.

isrlIchr.i.LNLEctogicl
A $z co see we be required maim
crew aeaciline
ant commies lo

CA LL
ANNOUNCIMtNIS
legal Nottce
hionca
PersOnOiS
etIrt3 Ot ihOrik'S
1-I Memory
Lost & Found

C10
025
030
440
050

010
230
250
290
5.33

RtAt ESTATE RtNIAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
ZOO
21I5 Mood* Horne tots 'or Rent
Builtnass RentolS
330
Won* To Rent
:
31
ADOr•••11in'S For Rent
320
?oorns FOr NWT
330
Houses F.or Rant
340
. 'Or qtre1T or Leos*
360

470
MO
485
400
405
500
510
520

FARME RS MARK E 1
19c
370
390
430
55C

')LRVICES

EMPLOY/4*Ni
Hop Wanted
—
-Domestic eChildcare
070
Struation Wanted
. _Business OPPOrTuneY
Instruction

Form Eqi.apment
LrveStock & SuPtolies
Poultiy & Supplies
Pr oCkice
& Seed

ADJUSTMENTS

753-1916

TO PLACE

insuronc•
Exterminating
Buenos Sersec es
Heating & Coobnii
ServiCeil Offered
IRANSPORIAIION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

130
143
150
156
160
165
170
163
195
200
210
220
240
260
383

mERCHANDISt
Computers
For Sole or Troae
wont to Say
Articles For Sat.
Applionces
ilome kanarangs
Antiques
vacuum Cleaners
Sewing mocnines
Hecvy Equipment
Spots EquiPment
Firewood
.... Magical
Miscellaneous
TV & Poclio
Pets & Supplies

Advedisers ore requesiedb
check the Arst Insedlon of
Bioko& tot any error. Murray
Lodger • &nes will be responsible tor only ono Incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be waded Irnmeilokay so corrections can be
made.

REAL 151AIE SALES
Mobile Homes For Soie
270
Far 361e or Lease
365
,
420
Home Loons
Peal Estate
430
Lake Property
435
440
Lots For Sale
Forms For Sol*
450
- Homes For Sole
460

OFFICE HOURS•t
Mon.-Frt. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

M 5C I LLANEOUS
410
540
560
570

Public Sole
For Trocte
Free Column
Wonteo

'Deadlines ore 2 days
in ocNancet

nfio
C" C

=1.

Nodes

010

C -10

Help
Wanted
Maass

AS SEEN ON T V

ORDINANCE 94-1015
AN ORDINANCE PURSUANT TO KRS 81k412 ANNEXING
3.804 ACRES LOCATED ON MARTIN CHAPEL ROAD AND
KNOWN AS GREEN OAKS SUBDIVISION.
WHEREAS, the property owner of certain property. located on
Martin Chapel Road and known as the Green Oaks Subdivision has
petitioned the City Council pursuant to KRS 81k412 for annexation
to the City of Murray ofthe property described on Exhibit A attached
itereb", and

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR TRALERS
cO

x•tfl.EPaCt

eEl 01E0

ALLIANCE

luictc,s Tiede mama cant ma
%MINION Ire

6.r"
••••• ••• eal
••••. 4.••••••

WHEREAS, said property meets the requirement; of KRS
81A.410t2), and
WHEREAS, the City Council believes that with the extension of
city services and the addition of additional tax revenue to be derived
from the annexation that this annexation is desirable and such •
petition should be granted.
NOW THEREFORE,BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY:
Section 1: The property which is more particularly described in
Exhibit A attached hereto is hereby annexed to the City of Murray,
Kentucky.
WILLIAM N CHERRY: MAYOR
. .
ATTEST:
JO CRASS, CITY CLERK
LtiTRODL'CED BY THE CITY COUNCIL ON 210,94
ADOPTED BY THE CITY COUNCIL ON 224,94

JUMP start your crop with
AMPLIFIED D trom Conklin
Products made by university at-Arizona A seed gerrninabon aid hips seed
over come stress Better
root & stern formation provides added energy to
seed helps increase stand
& yield Ocit about $2'acre
7530833
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon Wed Pizza salads
hot sandwiches gyros &
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474 81 19 or
'800-649 3804

Beginning at the Northsaist corner of the herein described tract of
land and the Southeast corner of. the Robbie McCuiston Property,
said point being a 04 Re-bar set 43.43 feet North of the centerline of
Tabard Drive and 30.00 feet West of the centerline of Martin Chapel
Road:

PAYING more than $1,850
per month for nursing home
care" You re paying too
much private pay featly
you choose doctor haspi
tai pharmacy TN has $250
rebate monthly your COM
then $1 600 Puryear.Nurs
wig Home Puryear TN
38251 901 247-3205

thence, South 840 1928- West - 405_36 feet, creating a division line
to the Bruce Green Building Contractor, Inc., Property and being the
South line of the Green Oaks Subdivision to a *4 Re-bar set at the
Southwest corner of tbe herein described tract of land;
thence, North 0505645- West - 401.64 feet with the Tom Variarddel
and Hugh Gould East-Property Lines and being the West side of the
Green Oaks Subdivision te.a ff4 Re-bar set at the Northwest corner of
the. herein described tract ofland;
then-Ce, North 83009 03- East - 88.09 feet with the Charles
.
McManus South Property Line to a *4 Re-bar set:
thence,. North 82°14 58- East - 319.39 feet with the said McCuiston
South Property Line to the point of beginning
DEED BOOK REFERENCE: DEED BOOK 195, CARD 486
THIS PROPERTY IS SUBJECT TO ALL PREVIOUSLY CONVEYED EASEMENTS AND RIGHT-OF-WAYS
PREPARED P Y.

USE WEX from Conklin
Products) for effective
spraying Makes water wetter promotes uniform
spreading increases pone
tration redticals_loaming
assists in suppenSson of
chemicals at a cost o,
-acre 753 0833
550
025
Personals
LONELY/ To meet singles
in your area All ages Con
tact Locus USA 2342 University Station Murray. KY
42071 3301
MEET nice singles wi
names, phone is Down
Home Introductions
615-235- 5000

FREDDIE ALLGOOD
KENTUCKY PROFESSIONAL LAND SURVEYOR *2704
ON 12/6/93

Notice

SEARS
Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310

MUSIC DJ all oacassions
Bnan Palatine 7E2-2n4.3

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available
103% reinsured,

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy These
policies are now written on 10 standard plans
and we write el 10 Also at age 65 to 65',.
according to Federal Law,they are all guaran
teed issue regardless of heath
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE your
constdaration now should be
•
1 Price 2 Company stability 3 Service
We represent 7 A.M. Bost A- Of A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possibie rages
and service We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent

McConnell
-insurance Agency
906 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
NatIonwlcbe toll free:
1-900-456-4199

PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT!
Nutntionaily Balanced Product
'Compete Sotsfoction Guaranteed'
Delicious product that contains .72 vitamins.
herbs. minerals. protons, and amino acids
TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR LIFE AND YOUR WEIGHT'

Coll(502)527-3998ond ask for Derrell If you
ore interested.. No obligation. This product
will change your lite!

Sales Person Wanted
• FULL TIME • Reasonable Starting Pay
• Pay Increase after 90 days
• Fringe benefits Include:
'Annual paid vacabon 'Retirement plan
'Health Insurance
'Paid holidays
• Sales experience necessary.
Apply In person March 7-1t.
- Alo Phan* Cells. Meese! -

MURRAY SUPPLY CO.
206 E. Main St.

FAST REFUNDS
IRS Electronic Filing — $25.00
Tax Returns Prepared
Simple Return $35.00

KDL Bookkeeping &
Payroll Service
Kathy Lee
502-474-2796

The Covered
Wagon
Tack & Apparel
3

V

.AI

:4r4.7i

Ike 1

-SP)
/kr

502-251-3417

4lW

Hours
Mon.-Sat 10 a m -6 pm, Sun. 1-5 pm.
Jerry & Lisa O'Bryan
Shelia Tucker

Notice
MONEY SOURCES POr
start-up bus , nesses
growth development ex
P111111100 inventor-1 lever
acio buyout etc We also
Pay caSh for your 'non
gage (502) 492-8542

EARN up to $1 COO week*
processing mail Start now,
no experience, tree supplies fteraenforrnabort, no
obligation send S A S.E 16
Uteorrie Dept 28 PO Box
39 Bangs Texas 76823

IWANTP IMMEDIATELY

121 South at Seda
Mayfield KY 4206b
LOST dog in vicinity of Anderson Shores Pekingese
redishbrown 474 0107

020

Services s nov
=piing wcilicabons
or dencal and
incka1nal *odors
For an gipointment
please cal (502)
443-5557 todayIan
equal opportunoty
employer

1 800 334-1203
GARTH Brooks tickets,
Great seats'(4)- 3/3 show
$75 ea ob0 (615)
297 1428 or (615)
356.4767 leave message

A 3.804 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services
of Murray, Kentucky, May, 1993, located on the West side of Martin
Chapel Road at Tabard Drive approximately 2 miles South of the
intersection of Twelfth and Main Streets in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described
as follows;

thence, South 05°40'32- East - 415.00 feet with the West side of
Martin Chapel Road to a #4 Re-bar set at the Southeast corner of the
herein described tract of land,

CUSTOMER service rep
entergetic good people
skills highly motivated
necessary training pro
Med Send resume to PO
Box 910. Murray Of can
753,7553 between
10am-2pm

163rfibaer TeMpCtary

100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for *any withcfreaal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199

AVON wants individuals nte re s t•d in earning
S8-S124‘. Pio 6ofir to door
1800-6995644
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIREarn up to
'NG
$2 000.imo working on
cruise slops or lend lour
companies World travel
rHawaii, Mexico Cam bean) Summer and
time empioyment evadable
No experience necessary
For more information cid
1 706-354 6900 inn 0910
24hrs
PART erne mainwrionos
helper Apply in person at
Southside Manor Apart
merits 906 Broad St Ext
between %am llam No
ptiOne cells p&

Income Tax
HI/

Appointment Ortiti

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107

REDKEN
11 Set

EMPLOYMENT, Notice
Full & part-time posbbons
Crosslands Golf & Country
Club, Benton, KY (adisicent
to Jonathon Creek). Currently. accepting applications & resumes for Pro
Shop & course inaintdnanoe(knowledge of golf is
desirable) Forward to Rt 5
Box 454 A, Benton, KY
42025.
FULL service recording
studio needs motivated
people to sell commercial
audio advertising & related
service in tie W KYfLakes
area Broadcast media
sales, experience helpful
Send resume & cover letter Box holder, PO Box
459, Hopkinsville, KY
42241
JERRY'S Custom Kitchen
Cabinets is now accepting
applications for wood workers. finishers & installers
Prefer experience- 409
Sunbury, behind Bunny
Bread, Murray
JOB-Announcement Number 94-17(A) Date 02/15/94
Position Park Worker(Parttime) Location Kenlake
Stale Resort Park, Hardin,
KY Grade and salary,
Grade 4, Salary $4.765 per
hour. Minimum requirements None Apply by submitting a state applicason
(which can be obtained at
the Focal Department of
Employment Services or
any other state government
office) to Kentucky Department of Personnel. Room
384, Capitol Annex, Frankfort, KY 40601. Job announcement number
should be placed in to
upper right-hand corner of
the application in the 'Special Announcement No'
blank Deadline for apply •
ing You must quatify, test'
and be placed on the revs
ter by March 16, 1994
('Written test not required
Filling this position a sub
ledt to any state govern
ment hiring restrictions An
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D

$30 Haircut
$8 Shades
Eq Color

$10
$20

Formerly Sun Sensations
Norma jeine's Nails
604% Broad Ext.

WE PAY CA$H
FOR SELLER FINANCED
MORTGAGES • TRUST DEEDS
LARD CONTRACTS
Are You Collecting Monthly Payments on a
Mortgage/Trust Deed/Land Contract"
Why Wait? You Can receive a Lump Sum
Now, instead of the small monthly payments!

TAM/ TODAY, IS WORTH MORE THAN
CASH TOMORROW..."
For a FREE Ouote, Woes* can:

1-800431-1009'
EL FUNDING
Nme•••
low".•" A•46"."."

MANAGER TRAINEE The
courier journal has an
opening in State Circulation
Opportunity to become a
division manager responsible for sales & service
College graduate or equi
valent business experience
preferred Must be willing to
travel & relocate within KY
or Indiana Salary $18,500
to start piers company benehts Send resume to. Mike
Reynolds. The Courier
Journal, PO Box 740031,
Louisville, KY 40201-7431.
Equal Opportunity
Employer.

Life
nIPANIES
rF LtirElpt0M
C3I AND At,

EXECUTIVE SALES .POSITION
FINANCIAL PRODUCTS 82 SERVICES
Metropolitan Ltte-- One of the largest financial
institutions, seeks aggressive person to fill posibon in local area.
Salary - Up to $40,000 plus. Excellent fringe
benefits to include: retirement, medical and dental
for enbre family, 401K and disability plan, 3-year
training program.
College degree preferred. NO sales background
necessary.
Resume please to: BEVERLY CULBREATH
RECRUITING DIRECTOR
555 JEFFERSON
'PADUCAH, KY 42001
America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling
Erminums.
locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Office 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 600)

Columbus Hall

Knights of
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road. South to Sp
Hai Road right on Sp Hai* Road 1/4 mile
OPEN TO THE PURI. IC

753-0466

NON PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

A JOB Announcement
Number 94-18(A) Date
02115/94 Position Cook
Location Kenlake Stale Resort Park, Hardin. KY
Grade and salary. Grade 5,
Salary $5 247 per hour FAnimum requirements Must
have one year of cooking
experience in On institu
tonal or large-scale corn
mercial setting Vocational
training in food SIDP/108 will
substitute for the evenonce cin a year-tor-year beso App./ by submitting a
state application (which
can be obtained at the local
Department of Employment Services or any other
state government office)to
Kentucky Deportment of
Personnel. Roan, 384 Ca
peal Annex. Fronkfort, KY
40601 Job wtriouncement
number should be placed in
the upper right-hand corner
of the wok:aeon in the
'Special Announcement
No • blank Deadline for
applying You must guilty
war, and be 'Awed on the
register by March 18 1994
CWntion lest not requited)
Filling this position a subsect So any stele govern
merit hiring restrictions An
Equal Opportunity Em
plover MrFi'D

Murray

I 94 THINGS AND MORE I
SAVE 10750%
Retail Fames Everyday'
• TREADMILLS
6 moduli to choca.

Ranging from
Morn

• STEPPE RS

759-1874

Fringe Benefits
Manicure
(Hot Wax)

DAIRY worker for morning LOCAL insurance agency
shift Will train. prefer ki has opening for customer
male 753 0150 after 5pm service representative with
property and casualty ex
DO you need a GED? Do penence preferred Secre
you need hope tor the fu- tanal and computer skills
ture arid help to get a solid helpful Fringes include
career? We have 22 JOB eight paid holidays single
openings !or people 16 ihru health life and disability
21 that are not full time high insurance and two weeks
school students. Call paid vacation after one
753-9378 Five days a week year Salary commensu
between 81301M-3130p01. rate with experience Send
We are an EDE This pro- resume to PO Box 1040 E.
ject a funded by the West- Murray, KY 42071
ern Kentucky Private InWANTED OTR truck driver
dustry Council-JTPA
with 2yrs experience. CDL
EARN up to $3,000trno pro- with hazinat required
cessing mortgage refunds 502-759-4009
in your area No experience
necessary 502569-1962

• NORTHERN TRAILS SKI

149°4-549"

69"-129"
25944
MACHINE
49"
from

• WEIGHTS HO e set
Just t Mile East of Munej an Hwy.
well worth the Drivel
Sot. 10-5
til-F 10-6
753-3700 '

Tobacco Farmers

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.
Offers a Complete Line of
• Green Houses
• Outside Float System
• Float Trays

• Soil Less Mixes
• Finished Plants
• Started Plants

Now booking started & finished plants.
Construction available on greenhouses.

1-800-831-3239

lave Mop
Bonded
Insured

(502) 435-4415

Will Travel
Residential & Commercial
General Cleaning
°Ws
Carpet & Upholstery

Owner
Beverly DeVries
(502) 4.16-2663

Stripping & Waxing

Roan

Ir

Mainienancr

MURRAY

mein

•5,411/T41111r%

PART time yard work
some wilts) & ponied
maintenance must be hard
working, energetic de
pendable & obis ire work
without supervision Muet
have own transportation
75.3- 3018
POSITION available for
couple in resident management (maintenance/office)
of manufactured home
park Telephone for into or
appointment David Dar
nee 901 885 5874
LAWN care individual
needed 753-6906
WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security.
maintenance, etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
into call 219-794-0010 ext
7159 8am-9prn 7 days
YATCH club now hinng
waiters waitresses, bartenders & some kitchen
help for recreational season Call Becky 362-4444.

MERLE Norman & Uptown
Gal Boutique 1114 Main St
Benton KY 5274890 has
new beaded & sequined
prom drama for rent or
sale We also have tusecki
rentals I mow formal wear
NEW rvwt
ng & rooting Cover 36'out to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and gievalume Secondary
it available Partial* car
port kits 489-2722 or
489-2724
PROM dress, mauve, size
7-8 with matching pumps,
$75 437-4240
RESTAURANT booths,
table tops & chairs tor sate
Call 314-472-0286
SUN tanning beds new &
used, financing available
Parts, service & supplies
Call Sonny Hooks
7 5 3 - 9 2 7 4
1-800-540-9790
USED office furniture
desks, chairs 753-4444
WEIGHT bench, good
shape 27in RCA TV &
Yamaha guitar 759-1885

070
Domestic
& CNIdeare
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced references Cat
Linda 759 9553
LOVING mother will care
for children in her home
753-6278
WILL clean houses_ reasonable rates references
437-4064

iho
Heim
Furnishings
ANTIQUE dining hale & 6
chairs in solid oak, $600
Call 753-6553
BLONDE dresser/chest,
king w b, king bedspread/
curtains, navy stratelounger, coffee/end table set
753-0789

WILL stay with elderly full or
BROYHILL oak entertainpart time, days or nights; ment center, new $550,
experienced 753-6170
now $250 Perfect condition 435-4303 after 5pm.
090
COUCH,chair, coffee table
Position
& two end tables
Wanted
759-1687.
ALTERATIONS and reCOUCH
& matching chair,
pairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth's See and Sew, good shape, $130 Call
Country Square, 1608 N. 753-5390
121, Murray 753-6981.
DINING room suite large
SEWING jobs wanted, in:
eluding formal wear.
753-1061
trd
Business
Opportunity

double lighted hulch, $503
436-5509
KING size Sealy Posturepedic bed set, good
shape 753-3086
190

BIG MONEY! Local vending route Need to sell
quickly! 1 800-568-2134
FOR IMMEDIATE SALE.
Family business available
in Murray, area Part time
possible. Income to
$51.000 Sell for $25,000
cash Serious inquires only,
call 1-800-969-5650

Fano
EMIP1fmr#
584 INT 7,600, hinker bar,
844 corn head, 715 combine, 810 header, $3,000
753-7468 call after 5pm
200
Sports
Equipment

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm •

GOLF: clubs Cleveland•
792 Vas Boron irons,
Corvey Pavin model. Below
wholesale, used twice. Will
accept trade in. Also
numerous bass baits, bulk
only 753-6275

CANOE aluminum or fib
Call 759-4803 leave
message

GRAFITE golf dubs new,
1-3-5 woods, 3 thru pw
irons 759-9874

CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578.
901-644-0679

GUNS & ammo, motorcr
de helmets, work boots &
camping supplies_ Jerry's
Sporting Goods, 6th & Walnut, Mayfield, KY

140
Wart
To Buy

CASH paid for good, used
rites shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
WANTED Original old log
house, barn, or individual
logs in good condition. Call
after 5pm or leave message on machine.
502-653-6198

210

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD, also tree service 436-2562
220
Mudd"

10IN table saw, 48ra roll
away bed. 10cu ft lawn &
garden cart Phone
492-8535,after 5pm
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt white
rock rip rap 759-1828
DIAMOND solitare Days
753 6396, ask for Sandy,
nights 492-8430
IS your home safe/ Home
security is inexpensive.
adds value & peace of mind
to your home For information call 328-8944
LADIES gold Pulsar watch
$75 Size sm wedding
dress. $400 753-0789
MATTRESSES, any size
Buy factory direct' Ask about our Repads! Smith Mattress
Factory
502-851 3160
RIDING mowers $754400
Approximately 6 to sell
753 8649

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600

KILL ROACHES! Buy ENFORCER OverNite Roach
Spray or OverNite Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons. Kills
roaches overnight or ..."!ir
money back.
TEED! Available at: Coast
to Coast, 604 N 121h St,
Murray, KY.
MAY the Sacred Heart of
Jesus be adored, glorified,
loved and preserved
throughout the world now
and forever Sacred Heart
of Jesus, pray for us, St
Jude, worker of miracles
pray for us St Jude, help ot
the hopeless, pray for us
Say this prayer 9 times a
day By the 8th day your
prayers will be answered It
has never been known to
fail Publication must be
promised J K B

.„.00arlia
I
;IS
I•

Beautiful setting - 3 br.,

2

RAINBOW vacuums all
models 2yr warranties
starling $339-$699 Rey
Russell Vacuum Shop
443-T7

Ilusiesiss
Swims
K T I and Associates offer
mg a kill line of investigative
services 13el At Center
753-3868 or 436-6099

Nesse

fat

12X60 28R 1 BA, new
natural gas heater and
counter' bop range needs
redecorating $3 750 obo
345-2111
16X72 1991 ATLANTIC
2br, 2 bath 1 3 acres
753-1014

. utilities
HARD to believe that office 1614 OLIVE. at
space on the courtsquare vi furnished lutchen & Irving
downtown Murray is afford- room pnvileges Coleman
able & availabie Womb RE 7539898
Debbie can WI you all ab8 MILES south of Murray
out i Call 753-1266
$100/mo 436 2510 .
PARIS TN approximately
8500 square fool in shop
140
ping center Extremely high
Mouses
traffic count Ideal location
Fs Mil
for retool outlet in developing retirement & trade can- 1BR in quiet neighborhood
20. with washer & dryer
ter.Principals only
498-8977
901-642-8781 weekdays
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753 6612

2BR 1 bath 503 Pine
stove refrigerator, w/d, gas
heat No pets $295/mo
Lease & deposit 753-7210

Want
To fleet

28R house on So 7th St
$350/mo lease & deposit
required 753 4109

WANT to rent 20. house in
private setting in the Murray
area 753-5157
320

We Move
Mobile Homes
5024394608
1977 SKYLINE 14X70 30.,
1'h bath, stove, refrigerator, central h/a, $7,200
Must'be moved 527-0900

Apartments
For Rent
1BR dose to university,
some utilities paid
753-8756
1BR furnished apartment 2
blocks MSU $160/mo plus
deposit 753-9577 after
business hours

4BR house 1603 Olive.
small 3br house 1603•4
Olive 492 8225
iBR, natural gas heat, arc
& appliances lease, deposit & references required
492-8526
EXCEPTIONALLY nice
30., 2 bath, brick $650/mo
lease & deposit required
753-4109
360
For Rea
Or Lases

1BR near MSU, appliances
furnished Coleman RE Brakes for rent Pro Two,
for vinyl siding 436-2701
1985 BUCCANEER, 753-9898
14X72, 20r, 1'h bath, lots 1 OR 2br apts near down- CREEKVIEW Self-storage
of extras, excellent condi- town Murray 753-4109
warehouses on Center
tion. Located in Coach EsDrive behind -Shoney's
28R, 1 birth -duplex,
tates, 759-4453,
420-U0/mo. 759-4081
$250/mo plus deposit
1987 14X76 38R, 2 bath
753-3415
NORTHWOOD Storage
Must Sell! Best offer,
presently has units avail2BR,
duplex
available
Feb
753-9273 or 759-4574
able CM 753-2905
15th on Northwood Dr
1993 FRANKLIN 16X80, 753-5731 or 759-4686
370
$24,000 Firm. 753-6384,
2BR duplex, central h/a, all
after 5pm.
Lives.***
appliances $395/mo
I %WOW
2BR trailer, 1 bath, needs 753-9302 after 4pm
HICKS Horseshoeing, Grawork, $2,800. 436-5701.
2BR duplex nice neighbor- duate of Colorado School
hood, newly decorated Re- of Trades. Farrier Science.
3BR secluded home, gar- ference, deposit required
Jason
Hicks.
age & storage building with No pets $275/mo, 502-527-3692.
wooded acreage and fish-_ 436-2816 anytime
REGISTERED-Limousin
ing pond located near KY
Lake Equipped with new 28R townhouse, new, spa- bull, 1- 4yr oh& 1- 2Yr old
appliances and many reno- cious, WI appliances includ- 489-2272.
vations A must to see and ing washer & dryer
ROUND bales of grass,
appreciate No reattors For 753-4573
$21/roll." Square bales of
an appointment oall 2BR upstairs, appliances 8 clover, some wheat hay
759-9171 after 8pm
water furnished, $285/mo
left, $2.50/bale. 758-8848
before 9prn.
CUMMINGS Meter Poles_ plus deposit 489-2296
Specializing in mobile 2BR, water furnished Lohome electric services. 200 cated 1601 Farmer,
amp. $375 100 amp $325 $300/mo Coleman RE
435-4027.
753-9898
CUSTOM order or buy your 4BR, 2 bath apts available AKC Longhair German
home horn stock One of now • Centel h/a, appli- Shepard puppy to good
the Southeast's largest & • canoes furnished. Located home, $130 753-9270.
oldest dealerships of qual- on Diuguid Coleman RE
AKC Registered Datmation
ity built, energy efficient 753-9898
puppies Wormed $150/ea
manufactured homes.
492-8897
Dinkins Mobile Homes, A 2BR, 2 bath duplex, gas
Inc., Lake Hwy 79E, Paris, heat, garage Available DOG Day Afternoon, dog
now
Coleman RE grooming 759-1768
TN. 1-800-642-4891.
753-9898
EXCELLENT condition,
FOR sale Registered Nor198320., real nice, $7,300. EMBASSY 2br, central weigen Elkhound puppies
gas, appliances furnished
753-9428
Parents are excellent stock
Coleman RE,753-9898
squirrel dogs. Make wonderful pets. Call after 5pm
FURNISHED apartments
(901) 642-5191
NICE 14X75 2br, 2 bath, No pets 1012 people only.
Zimmerman
Apartments.
Sunshine, $13,000
HAVE an obedient, safe
753-6609
dog for show or home
753-1481 after 5pm
Classes or private lessons
PRE-OWNED Homes:
Serving Murray for over
Hurry while they last! $311
12yrs 436-2858
2 BR, duplex North2br, 12X60 only $2,995
ROTWEILLERS AKC have
now $1,995. #323 2br,
wood
w patio 8
been wormed, 4 makes, 1
12X60 was $3,995 now
carport, cent. H A,
female, ready now
$2,995 #253 2br, 1260
stove,
refrigerator,
759-2598
was $5,995 now $4,995.
#357 2br, 12X65 was
dishwasher, disposal,
TOY Poodle, male, cream,
$2,500 now $1,500. *344
W D hookup, bed1 lwks old, shots, $175
2br, 14X70 $500 down &
437-4002 after 5pm
rooms have 15 foot
$196 per month Repo!
#305 14X70 Repo $500
long closets, many
430
down & $195 per month,.
kitchen cabinets.
Rest
Many more pre-owned &
Estate
Repo homes to choose
SEPAINCLUDES
3-5 ACRE restricted buildfrom! See these at VolunRATE
PRIVATE
20x30
ing sites for sale with fronteer Homes, Hwy 79 East,
STORAGE BLDG. W
tage on 94 West & ButterPans, TN 901-642-4466
worth Rd between Murray
OVERHEAD DOOR
& Lynn, Grove. Contact
REFERENCES
400
250
Kopperud Realty
noble
DEPOSIT 400 MONTH
753-1222 for Moils
Homes For Rent
NO PETS 753-3018
58 ACRES prime development property southwest of
Must sell,
Murray
MUR-CAL Apartments now , 759-9247
accepting applications for'
1, 2 and 30. apartments 8 ACRES East of Murray,
2BR Grogan's Trailer Park Phone 759-4984 Equal open & wooded, black top
Appliances & water furn- Housing Opportunity
road near KY Lake, beautiished
Coleman RE
ful $8,950 Terms
NEWLY constructed 2br 759-1922 or 753-4984
753-9098
duplex, w/d hookup
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 30r,
CONDOMINIUM for sale or
$400/mo 753-0472
electric or gas Walking dislease Low utilities, on site
tance to college 753-5209 NICE duplex 2br, central security 753-3293 after
hie, appliances furnished 6pm
Coleman RE 753 9898
285
KOPPERUD Realty has
Noble
NOW taking applications buyers waiting to purchase
Woo Lots For Rant
for Section 8 low rent hous- homes all price ranges If
MOBILE home lots for rent ing Apply in person at you are thinking of sellingSouthside Manor, 906 contact one of our courte492 8488
Broad St Extended, be- ous and professional
tween 8am 12noon No agents at 753-1222 or stop
310
phone calls please Equal by office at 711 Main St
&ohm
Housing Opportunity
Rentals
NEW 40'X50' commercial
metal building in Lynn
800-2200S0 ft Coleman SUMMERS coming, beau
Wu,lake duplex, boat ramp, Grove. frontage Hwy 94 W
RE 753-9898
each 20.. w/d hook up, corner lot 753-4873 after
15min from Murray Top 6pm
$350/mo, bottom $275/mo
NEW duplex for sale Cam527 9639
bridge Estates Gene
TAKING applications for Steely 753-6156
section 8 rent subsidized
ROBERTS Realty Cello
apartments 1 2 8 3 bed
rooms handicap accessi way County s oldest and
most reliable real estate
be Equal Housing Oppor
tunit/ Apply Hilldale Apes agency For all your real
Hardin
Ky
or call estate needs call them today at 7531651' Syca
502-437-4113
more and 12th St
VERY nice 20. 2 bath du
construction 1800
UNDER
plex
furnished
appliances
bath
central gas heat & air square foot duplex located
Folbrook subdivision off
$475/mo I mo deposit
yr lame No pets Call Duiguid Rd Brick veneer
central gas 753 4873 after
753 2906
6pm

COOED 31,111
6 miles North - Murray

MI to t

ye!

Call Mu a u

753-4444

Uds
'w Ile

llama
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Wed
1986 RX7 OWN, auto, a/c
excellent condition, $3,860
obo 753-1885

Fame
'sisal.

loas MERCEDES 190E
23 signal red. tan leather
sun roof, excellent condiDoe 753-5264

166 ACRE farm w/2br brick
home Tr -city area vi S
Graves Co $150.000 Will
list with reeitor soon Cat
382 2274

1988 TOYOTA Supra
white 59,XXX miles, good
condition, all power, alarm
$8 200 obo 753-7636
ieave message

50 ACRES half bllatite half
young amber, good road
east of Murray. $37,500
terms 759-1922 owner

1989 ESCORT LX, one
owner, 4dr, auto red
98,XXX well maintained
Tlie6, clean car, $2,500.
437-4432
- - -

.1r0

Rows
For Sala
1304 OLIVE Blvd Excellen
Blvd location. 2 story colonial with columns LR. for
mai dining, library, large
kitchen with island & pan
try large family room with
fireplace 50r 2 lull 2 /'
baths utility room, patio 2
car garage Call for appt
753-7689
2BR 14 bath, brick on 3
acres on Hwy 80 near
Aurora, $55,000
753-6556, 753-2951
3BR, 1 bath, brick home 13
miles Southeast of Murray,
$50,000 759-1352
3BR. central gas heat & air.
3yrs old, fenced back yard
nice neighborhood Good
starter or retiree home Immediate possession
753-5214 after 5pm
BY owner 20., 1 bath, basement & upstairs Roomy,
central gas heat & air,
fenced in yard barn, corner
lot
Must see! Call
759-4953, priced in the
$40's
FOR SALE BY OWNER
3br, 1'4 bath brick ranch
Eat-in kitchen, formal dining room, living room,
family room with A bay
window Central gas heat &
air, wall-to-wall carpet,
ceiling fans, Jacuzzi. Lot
75150, adjacient lot available. Walk to banks & shopping. Priced to sell, mid
$70'5. Call for appt.
753-4359
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
30., 1'4 bath brick ranch
Eat-in kitchen, formal dining room, living room,
family room with '4 bay
window. Central gas heat &
air, wall-to-wall carpet, ceiling fans, jacuzzi. Lot
75x150, adjadent lot available. Walk to banks & shopping. Priced to sell, mid
$70's. Call for appt.
753-4359FRESH on the market, 3br
brick home in Southwest
school district. Central gas
heat, central electric air,
attached garage, offered at
$72,500 thru Kopperud Realty. 753-1222. MLS#5496
OWNER being transferred
& would like a quick sale on
this beautiful 1993 double
wide 1820 square feet mobile home with vaulted ceiling & stone fireplace, 30., 2
bath, fenced yard & back
deck, in quiet area, just
minutes from tom. Offered
in mid $40's through Kopperud Realty. 753-1222
MLS* 5416.
READY for Springtime living. this home in Spring
Creek Oaks features 5b.,
large living spaces. Peachtree windows, fireplace,
and vaulted ceilings, The
large master suite has all
the amenities with walk-in
closet and master bath Be
sure and ada this to your list
to see, at the asking price of
$159,900 it's a real value
Contact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222. MLS•5440.
SPACIOUS 30., 2.5 bath
home located on a quiet
street New central gas
heat 8 air were added in
92 Large closets & storage space, generous sized
rooms & immediate possession make this a home
you need to see' Listed to
sell at $75,000 Kopperud
Realty, 753- 1222
MLS•5469
470
Witorcyciss
1982 JP 550 Kawasaki
red, 4 cyc , 20,XXX miles,
$975 Ask for Kevin Days
753-5315
nights
753-6742
.00
Used
Cars
1976 MERCEDES. high
mileage, good condition,
$3.500 753-0789

Services
Oftweit

Ionises

Cael

.

100X140 SOUTHWEST
Vas subdivision Al city
utilities $18 500 firm
753-4873 alter Speri

78
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1991 GAMER° RS. T-top,
teal, 305, 63.XXX miles,
$8,5001 437-4132
1991 MAXIMA SE, red,
black leather pniv, pi sun
roof, 36 XXX miles, 1
owner 753 8678
1992 GRAND Am, white
4dr, 27,000 moles, excellent
condition 759-9350
495

V..
1983 CHEVY custom 'van
94,XXX TAOS, 305 eng ,
loaded 759-9056

BACKHOE ServiceT corn
pieta tounessons, septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Masonry Phone 492-8516

Associated Skills

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic anii
repair, reptace
mint 759-1515

1988 3500 SERIES, Chevrolet dually, 70,XXX miles
with 10K on new 454 engine, with warranty.$9,550
437-4306 after bprit

Shingles $10

Sq.

Master Plumber
Rough-In 2 bath, 1
KS, 1
W.D.
$2,500.

BACKHOE Service, corn
plea foundations, septic
systems A H Nesbitt, Ma
sonry Phone 492 13516

Licensed Electncians

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways,haukng,foundations_ _
etc 759-4664
BEST rates for lawns
mowed 753-6906

Sneetrock 10it finish,
12C spray
Prof. Painters $10 hr:References

B&G Mantenivioe & lawn
care Free estimates Ask
E3d 759-4490

753-8663
759-4401

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service AM work guaran
teed
753-1134 or
436 5832

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes, trailers. offices
Wuttf's Recovery Murray
436-5560

CARPET installation 30
plus years experience,
commerical arid rewden
tial, vinyl, tile berber Work
guaranteed Measures and
repairs Call 474 2131 or
437-4543

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Com
plete installation and ser
vice
Call Gary at
759 4754,,

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special WEIS for
motor home, boats, RVs
500
and etc Excellent protec
Used
bon. high quality, excellent
Trucks
I value Roy Hill 759-4664
1985 CHEVY pickup Silver- CHIN Chlm Chimney
ado, loaded, black, bed- Sweeps has 10% senior
hner, swb 489-2721
citizen discounts We sell
1987 GAAC Jimmy 4X4, red/ chimney cape and screens
gray, 101 XXX miles, runs 435-4191
great! $6,800 474-8367
COE'S General Repair

1987 RED, Mazda, king
cab truck, power brakes,
air, aluminum wheels
$3,800 obo Call before
5pm 474-8216 ask for
Chris

Houses Dryed In
$200 Sq Ft

Electric carpentry, drywall
finishing, plumbing
492-8403
CONSTRUCTION Framing. $2 a square foot and
up
Tripp Williams
753-056-3

1988 S-10 BLAZER, Tahoe, 4wheel dr. local truck,
excellent condition. $13100.
753-8809.

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys
tems, 354-8161 after 4prn
CUSTOM bush hogging
8 titling (up to 6-cieep)
489-2995
DRYWALL, finishing, -repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761
ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall'
Heating, Cooling & Eleatic.
Inc. Service, sales and installation (502) 435-4699,
435-4327.
EXPERIENCED dry wall
finishing .. References available 436-2060
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642.

Curran KITCHEN CAMNETs
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

1992 CHEVROLET 4X4,
ext. cab, 20,XXX miles,
$16,500 435-4374.

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
and

1992 SILVERADO extended cab- loaded,
29,XXX miles, white w/blue
interior, extra nice $13,500
firm Call 759-1912 before
lOpm

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And See Our Showrcom •
dim Sunbury - Murray (Behind Bunny Bread)

753-5940

1994 MAZDA B3000 SE
cab plus Alloy wheels,
bedfines, a/c. p/s, p/b, am/
fm cassette stereo
489-2335
520
Boats
Motors
14 FOOT semi-v bottom
wide boat with trailer &
lights Good condition,
$500 753-2953
16FT skeeter 70HP
Yamaha Evenrude trolling
motor 8 crappie bar
753-7252

Computer Cut Vinyl, Logos and Letters, Custom
Banners, Plywood Signs, Magnetic Signs. Vehicle
Lettering, Plexiglas' Signs, Window Lettering, Real
Estate Signs,Office Signsge,Greeting and Advertising
Posters, Sandblasted Redwood Signs, Archtectural
Signs, Metal and Foam teems,Bronze Plaques, Trade
Show Signs/Displays, My Custom Wood Works

Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax
We Accept MasterCard .1 Visa

WANT to buy boat, motor &
trailer, in good shape, reasonabte. Call after 3pm,
436-5748.

Protect Your Number One Investment

JIM DAY PAINTING

S

PAPERHANGING
11 1 1 A Hauling, moving,
dean up, odd jobs, tree
trimming, tree removal,
mulch hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb
436-5744

Free Esteem - Trustworthy

High Standards With An Extra Touch For Detail

1 1 1 A Hauling, tree trimming, tree removal, cleaning out sheds attics, & odd
jobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

Authorized
BRIGGS & STRATTON
end KOHLER
Service Center

Al 1A leaf raking & mulching light hauling 436-2528
ask for Mark

Across from Southern States

Lamb's Small Engine

Al, AL S hauling, yard
work, tree removal, mow
ing Free estimates
759-1683
A 1 carpentry work house
plans drawn, remodling
decks homes built no fob
to small, free estimates
Call J&C Construction
436-5398
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates. 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
ALL gutters & leaves
cleaned Mowing, leaf pickup
hauling Call David Bailey
at Sedan Lawn Care
753 6986

1978 MUSTANG Gish. reit
able 8 good shape. $750
489 2441

ALPHA Builders Carpen
try, remodeling, porches
roofing, concrete, drive
ways, painting, mainte
mince etc Free estimates
489 2303

1982 CUTLASS Clem
$1200 753 6860 after
5firti

ANTIQUE refinishing fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

1984 300 IX-2+2, all op- - APPLIANCE REPAIRS
bons, T-lops. digital dash. Factory trained by 3 maior
leather interior. stc 73.XXX
manufacturers All work
miles (cluelltY cm) $6,700
and parts warranted Ask
753-8623 after 6pm
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
1984 FORD -LTD. 6 cyc
4dr gray Runs pod, nice
APPLIANCE SERVICE
$1,250 474-2382
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Marlow:A 30. yearn ix1964 0( 08 Delta MI 2dr
perienc•
BOBBY
loaded V 8 good condi
HOPPER 438-5048
bon $2 500 obo 759 9311
•

7534931

Reascireble Rass
Hiker Wes

101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071

RCS Tillers
Kevin Lomb
Richard Lamb

Also Repair Work

753-2925

GARLAND'S I

PROFESSIONAL PAINTING
104 N. 13th St.
753-8823

FREE ESTIMATES
Interior and Exterior
Residential & Commercial

<7
';

William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
l'StiMatf"; no lob to() !Argo or too

474-8267
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MURRAY LEDGER & TRIES

MSU offers
evening
courses

Ssevisse

3ERALD WALTERS
LICENSED tor *None and
ger* gas 7S3 7203
4o0li19, vinyl
ing Free esamates 18
SERVICE com
year; experience Local re- tat LAWN
maraud al residential tree
feninces 436 2701
esemelles Call 753 4001
HADAWAV Construction allot 5pat
Remodeling vinyl siding.
ii
..nyl repiecarrient win MOTHER of 2ad babyse
petaled
CPA
home
her
flooring
vinyl
a oats
References 753 1197
436 2052
repairman mei
PLUMBING
HEATING Ron Ha11 Heal
service Call
day
same
Electric
Cooing
and
ing
5255
436
replaceuns
Co_ Service
ment and abmpielevi
ROCKY COLSON Horne
non Licensed gas installer Repair Rochog, Wong
Phone 435 4699 t
painting piumtwig con
LAWN seeding & terblazing cress Free mainates Ca
low emmraeon enainixtii 474-2307 rencing 753-9270
SANDBLASTING, lawn
LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- lurniture truck beds cots
ING 'Serving Calloway Co traAers equipment anti
/or 22 years Carpets clues mow/revenge No job
Jpnoistery Emergency too big or small Cal Maui
Holton. 753-8756
*soar rem°.a 753-5827

SEAMLESS gutters 141
resicleneel or com
mimed. Serval Gutter Co
753-4433
SHEETROCK hnishing
textured ceilings Larry
Crvernan 492 8742
SUREWAY Tree 8Saanp
Fiernoval Insured with lull
be of equipment Free es
berates Day or night
753 5484
THE Gutter Co Seamiest'
aluminum gutters veriely
of colors Licensed MN
sured Estimate evadable
759-4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Sennce C.enier. cleaning
miriCrog $15 most repairs
$36 Free mammies Route
Almo Open 9-12-1 5
Mon Fn 753-0630

Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section
running each Monday in the classifieds You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly pnced at $10 00, for

Only $5 A Week!
Mmimum of 13 Weeks,

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

For- your
Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
VISA
753-1916

'Call Us Today!

League of Women Voters
to host panel discussion
• The League of Women Voters
- has organized a panel on changes in
higher education in Kentucky. for
March fidt at 7 p.m. in the main •
meeting room of the Callow-ay
County Public Library.

'
/
1
41e•ct Our

SPECIAL
AGENT
Bob Cornelison
Bob is indeed speiial to the I Atli,
Bureau Insurance(ompanies
Ills 14,43 indiiidual production

was in the 101' 11 of our
3,700-agent national sales force.
Koh has been a 101' II S. winner
three times since 1440.
If you like doing business with a
"Special Agent". call 7.7."4-470-4
and ASK FOR BOB!

University radio talk show wins award
Murray State University's Marketing and public relations office has
added to its list of competitive
awards,acccirding to the council for
Advancement and Support of Education (CASE), headquartered in
Washington. D.C. Murray State's
• I

11

U

•

Ii

was an award winner at the recent
CASE conference held in Nashville.
Feb. l4-15'. In competition with
university radio programs from Alabama. Florida, Georgia, Virginia, _
Mississippi.. North Carolina, South
Carolina,Tennessee,and Kentucky,
the Murray State radio program
came away with its Iri'urth CASE
award in two
MSU's winning entry featured
Marray State's connection with'
"Habitat for -Humanity," the na- •
tional • organization which' builds
houses for low-income families.
Conunuhity representative John'
Rolley and campus representative
Dr. Bill Lalicker discussed the project with "Campus Friends" host.loe
Haynes.

The Habitat show epitomized
what ramptis Friends' is about,"
said Haynes. "Our radio programs
are designed to strengthen working
relationships between Murray State
and the community."
John McDonald, Murray State
.1 ! 4/
•:
of
"Campus Friends," agreed that the
show is doing its job when it brings
the campus closer to the community
it serves.
"Building community relationships is at the heart of MSU's
marketing program." according to
McDpnald. "Naturally we are
pleased when a national marketing
association honors our work."
According to Donna Story,
"Campus Friends" researcher, the
program brings listeners close up
with-educators, political leaders and
entertainers from Murray State University and the Jackson Purchase
neighborhood.
"The strong point of the show is
its personalized connection with
educational and civic leaders," she

Kathy Pasco,of the local League,
will moderate a panel of representauves from three area institutions of
higher education. Sandra Goa.
administrative assistant to the president at Hopkinsville Community
College will weak on the increased
resources proposed by the Governor
to the community colleges. The
assistant director of the West Kentucky State'Technical School at
Paducah, Beverly 4i/iris-yin addreis changes in technical educelice. And completing panel will be
Anita Lawson,assistant to the president at Murray State University.
She will consider structural changes
at the University occurring because
continuing imancial stress.
Everyone that is interested in the
future of higher education in Kentucky is invited to attend this meeting that is joindy sponsored by the
American Association of University
Women. After brief presentations
by each of the panelists, they will
entertain questions from the audi awe.

EXERCISE

FARM BUREAU
INVESTMENTS
I.R.A.s
ANNUITIF

.Four Robertson Elementary students won honors at the Calloway County Championship Chess Tournament held at
Murray State University recently. Larkin Philpot, Stephen Parity, and Jonathan Chapman received first place!Morelia
In the kindergarten, first grade, and second grade divisions respectively. Brian Kun, left, was the third grade Co.
champion. Other Robertson ElemenOrLstudents who competed In this event were Paul Kurz and Lauren Clemson.

Anne Hayes, day supervisor for respiratory therapy at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, describes the function of a piece of respiratory equipment to students from Murray Christian Academy.

0

Cooper
TIRES

* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
OPEN
-Von Fn
7.5
Sat 7-Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

Jacquelyn D. Watson, CPA
Income Tax Preparation • Bookkeeping

Payroll

•
753-4347
302 A. North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky

Chris Compton. an eighth grader at Murray Middle School, has been
selected as student of the week. The son of Steve and Paul Compton,
he Is In band. Boy Scouts, the MMS basketball team manager and volunteers at the National Scouting Museum He is pictured with teacher
Donna Keller', James Hart with Century 21 and Greg Delaney from
WSJP

D.A.R.E. To
Keep Kids
if Drugs
"Check with Bob for the
lowest compostive price"

Call 753-4563

Want to motivate
your customers?
Do it with newspaper.
When you compare
newspaper and television, twice as many
purchases are made as a
result of newspaper
advertising.
Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, 1993
The Preston Group. Lexington. Ky.

HOROSCOPES

Does Your Heart Good.
.ArnencanHoorlAssockstion

Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!

said. "We address current topics
which help and interest our
listeners." ;
The "Campus Friends" program
focuses on such topics as Kentucky's educational reform, the New
Madrid Fault earthquake preparation, funding for-higher education;
Freedom Fest, small business development, and other community in- .
terests. The show is 30 minutes in
length. In addition to interviews, it
includes news bulletins and a calendar of events.
With the help of Sam Parker,
owner of WSJP, WBLN and
WNBS. "Campus Friends" first
aired locally on July 26, 1992 on
WBLN and WSJP. Since that date
nine additional stations have joined
the "Friends Network." Several
other stations pull excerpts and
news from the program, according
to Haynes.
"The program is produced on the
Murray State campus," said McDonald. "The fact that we are producing the show with existing equipment and personnel is a cost saver.
, From a marketing standpoint, it's an
excellent tool during tough economic times. It's also inviting to
radio stations since they receive the
program without charge."
The campus talk show format has
interested Magna Pliblications, Inc.
of Madison, Wis., publisher of nine
higher education newsletters. According to Story, Magna featured
"Campus Friends" in "National
On-Campus Reports." It was included in CASE "Currents," a national public relations magazine.

Is a trip to Russia possible in your
future? Might your business expand
soon to include trade with new
Russian firms? Are you interested in
learning a challenging foreign language and culture for the fun of it? If
so, Murray State University has an
evening course for you.
The MSU Center for Continuing
Education and Academic Outreach
will offer conversational Russian on
Monday and Wednesday evenings
from 6 to 8 p.m., beginning March 7
for eight weeks. Chris Northam is
the instructor for conversational
Russian. He is recently retired from
the U.S. Army where he was instructor for a number of years at the
Defense Language Institute in Monterey, Calif., and Lackland Air
Force Base in Texas. Conversational Russian will be held in room
400 of Faculty Hall, located on the
Murray State campus.
Other continuing education
courses include:
—Investment
Opportunities,
taught by Betty Boston, a certified
financial planner in the Murray
office of JJ.B. Hilliard - W.L.
Lyons;Inc., is offered for individuals with little or no experience in
investing. The six-week course will
meet on Thursday evenings from 7
to 9 p.m.. -beginning Thursday.
March 3,.in room 211 ofthe Collins
Center.
--Advanced WordPerfect. beginning March 7, will focus on
merging, creating macros, outlines,
tables, and columns.
—Starting April II, Lotus 1-2-3
will cover the basic built-in functions such as finance and averages;
in addition to working with cells;
graphs, copy/move and formatting.
Individuals wishing to register
for any Continuing Education
course, or seeking additional information should contact John B. Griffin in the Center for Continuing
Education/Academic Outreach at
762-2160 or 1-800-669-7654.

MURRAY
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THURSDAY,MARCH 3, 1494
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phOne company will hill yin' 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN Tiff 4jal figures. A streak of good luck
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: continues. Buy book' or subscribe
Personal and professional reldtion- to a magazine.
ships will flourish if you give as good
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221:
as you get. You and a partner learn Other people are willing to assist
some important lessons about love you now. Joint financial centures
and-friendship. Business decisions flourish. Big gains come through a
will be easier to make if you not pro- legal settlement or awards program.
crastinate. A new alliance boosts PositiVe thinking will let you take
your career in mid-Summer. You find the world by storm!
both work and romance more excitILIBRA (Sept. 234kt. 22): Your
inirBy late fall, a young person sweet nature sometimes leases you
Could return to the family fold. vulnerable to *ss scrupulous types.
Adopting a less critical attitude will Beware of flatterers. Taking care of
make home life a source of Wks.
someone else's responsibilities could
CELEBRITIES BORN ON make them too dependent on you.
THIS DATE:Olympic gold medalSCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
ist Jackie Joyner-Kersee, football Stick to a schedule today or you
player Herschel Walker,..fashion could end up with a- lot ofunfinished
designer Perry Ellis, movie actress business. Discretion is essential
.
where your love.life is'concerned.
Jean Harlow.
ARIES (March 21 -April 49): Avoid situations that could prove
Lighten your work load if you can. compromising or unsettling.
Job prospects look good. A vacation
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22',Dec.
trip gives you Something to look for- 2
-1): It is much healthier to look on'
ward to. Be more assertive at social the bright side. A forgive-and-forget
affairs.
attitude will make a romance last
TAURUS (Apri1,20-May 20): longer. Shun fast food in favor of
Nothing is more important than your raw veggies and fresh fruit.
health. Seek professional help if
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
unable to kick a bad habit on your 19): Avoid an -insensitive person
own. Welcome any assistance who has caused you•mental and
offered by family and friends.
physical anguish. Good health is
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20): linked to peace of mind. Joint deciHarmony and enthusiasm mark the sions are favored.
work scene. Be willing to try a new
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
approachAii job-related matters. The work may be piling up. Do not
Spending more time on at-home blow a fuse. Co-workers will lend a
activities will please mate.
hand if approached in the right way.
CANCER (June 21 -July 221: Welcome innovative suggestions.
T'he 'creative drive is strong, along T.L.C. helps a key relationship get
with a romantic urge. Behind-the- back on track.
scenes contacts may be able to supPISCES (Feb. 19-March 201:
ply you with inside information. Exercise more self-control! Make
Bills require careful handling. sure your expenditures are less than
Devote more quality time to a tot.
your inconte. Get your priorities
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Take right at work. Boosting productivity
• things one at a time. Clear instruc- is more important than defending
tions will speed on-the-job progress
your turf.
Be specific when discussing finan-

TODAY'S CHILDREN have a keen eye for detail 4nd

qualil

The

gixid value for their money and will wait months for an nem to go on
sale. Changes rarely throw these flexible Pisces. They are experts at set/ing
unexpected opportunities! Affectionate and loyal. !bey will probably remain
close to their parents even after reaching adulthoosi They have a strong
sense of responsibility to family and friends.
'
want
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LOOKING BACK

7-CON7TACT BRIDGE

The Tel Aviv Coup
bidding shown and L.O.L. No.1 led
the ten of spades. This was a rather
unusual lead — in most circles the
ten would signify a singleton or
doubleton ten, or else the 10-9-x or
10-9-7-x of spades.
Declarer followed low from
dummy expecting to make the slam
quite easily,andL.O.L. No.2complicated the situation by playing her
jack on the ten. Actually,L.O.L. No.2
was trying to show a doubleton by
starting a high-low signal,butSouth
did not know this and naturally as•
sumed that West had started with
the 10-9-7-2.
Declarer won the spade lead with
the king and tested trumps. Had
they divided 2-2 or 3-1, he would
have made the slam easily. But when
West showed out on the heart king,
declarer was forced to continue with'
his Q-J- 10in order to exhaust Eastof
trtunps.
South next led the six of spades
This deal occurred in an interna- from his hand and confidently fitional tournament staged in Tel Aviv nessed dummy's eight on the basis
some years ago. The North-South that L.O.L. No.1 had started with
cards were held by two well-known the 10-9-7-2. But L.O.L. No.2 won
experts; the East-West cards were with the nine and triumphantly
held by two L.O.Ls (Little Old La- played the ace of clubs to bring an
dies) who were experiencing•their end to the sad affair.
Thus poor South became the vicfirst venture into the big time.
South got to six hearts on the tim of the very first Tel Aviv coup.
Tomorrow: Look before you leap.

South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable
NORTH
•A Q 8 5 4 3
•A 98 7 4
•6
•Q
•
L01-1402
L.O.L.No.1
•
•10 7 2
•6 5 32
•—
•K 108 7
•J 5 4 3
•A 7 4
•1086 5 32
SOUTH
K6•
•K QJ 10
•A Q 92
•KJ 9
The bidding:
North East
South West
Pass
10
Pass
1•
Pass
3111
Pass
2 NT
Pass
4 NT
Pass
3 NT
6•
Pass
5•
Opening lead — ten of spades.

Ten years stgo
The 1984 fund drive for Calloway County Chapter of Amencan
Red Cross began this morning
with an informal coffee at North
Branch of Peoples Bank. Dr. and
Mrs. Donald Jones are cochairmen of the drive.
Chris Drew, son of Annette
Drew and the late Barry Drew,
and Michael Bryan, son of Ron
Bryan and Ramona Parrish, were
awarded Eagle badges at a City
Wide Court of Honor. Both are
members of Boy Scout Troop 77.
Murray State University
Basketball Coach Ron Greene
accepts a plaque in honor of his
100th victory of Racers after his
team had beat Southeastern Louisiana in a game at Racer Arena,
Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James Alex
Cla ton, Feb., 19; a girl to Mr.

and Mrs. Richard A. Snider, Feb
24.
Twenty years ago
Susan Hainsworth, daughter of
Dr. and Mr5. Jerome Hainsworth,
and Lisa Winters, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Winters, have
been accepted as members of
1974 Kentucky All-State Chorus
today at Louisville. They are
choral students of Joan Bowker at
Murray High School.
Danny Futrell, Cindy Crick,
Cindy Mills, Alison Wilfred, Patsy Burkeen and Vicky Butterworth, all students at Calloway
County High School, have been
elected as officers of First District Future Teachers of America.
Karen Byerly, Marilynn Hendricks, Tammy Thornton, Pam
Knipp, Tonya McCuiston, Carmen Todd, Brenda Edmondson
and Lola Harris are officers of
Faxon 4-H Club.

•

Thirty years ago
Capt. Eugene A. McKenzie has
been awarded the United States
Air Force Commendation Medal
at Barksdale AFB, La.
Murray State College Racers
won the Ohio Valley Conference
Basketball championship when
they downed Tennessee Tech 88
to 82 in a basketball game. High
Learn scorers were Jim Jennings
for Murray and Young for Tennessee Tech.
The Bowling Team of Bank of
Murray won the Women's City
Bowling Tournament at Corvette
Lanes. Team members are Phyllis
Adams, Verona Grogan, Mary
Alice Garner, Dell Snow and
Mildred Hodge.
Prof. L.R. Putnam spoke on
"Senior Citizens" at a meeting of
Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club. He was introduced by Mrs. J.A. Outland.

Fatty years age
R.E. (Bob) Moyer has been
named assistant supenntendent of
Murray Damson of Tappan Co.,
according to Gen. Mgr. Verne
Kyle and Supt. Howard Olila.
Murray Training beat Benton
and Hazel beat Almo in opening
games of Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament at
CUT Gym, Murray State College.
High team scorers were M. Barnett, Murray Training, Newton,
Benton, Bruce Wilson, Hazel,
and Lockhart, Almo.
Ruth Vivian LaFluer and Lt.
Nelson N. Williams were married
Feb. 20 at Springfield, Mass.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds lost to Morehead in
overtime, 86 to 84, in the sixth
annual Ohio Valley Conference
Basketball Tournament at
Louisville.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: According to a paign that includes public service
Gallup Poll conducted for the announcements, educational mateAlzheimer's Association in 193 rials and community outreach.
A free brochure outlining the
one out of three American adults
say they know someone with warning signs of Alzheimer's disAlzheimer's disease, and one in 10 ease, titled "Is It Alzheimer's?
Naming Signs You Should Know,"
say a relative has it.
With physicians now reporting is now available by calling the
an increase of "early onset" cases of Alzheimer's Association's toll-free
people in their 40s and 50s, distin- number: I 800) 272-3900. Anyone
guishing signs of Alzheimer's dis- who is concerned because a loved
ease from normal aiOngis of utmost one is exhibiting unusual behavior,
such as disorientation or impaired
portarice.
To assist people in recognizing memory, wiI1lTñ this brochure'
'the syniptoms of Alzheimer's dis- helpful.
Thank you, Abby, for your help
ease, and to encourage them to see
their doctors for a proper diagnosis, in getting the word out.
ED TRUSCHKE,PRESIDENT,
the Alzheimer's Association has
ALZHEIMER'S ASSOCIATION
launched a major educational cam-

DEAR MR. TRUSCHKE: I
found your brochure to be very
informative, as will many of my
readers. Some excerpts many
people will relate to:
"Your wife always misplaces
her keys. But last Tuesday, she
couldn't remember what they
were for." ... "Your grandfather
likes to take daily strolls
around the neighborhood. But
four times in the past month he
gotlost, and couldn't find his
way home without help from a
neighbor." ... "Your favorite
uncle can't remember your
name, or the names of your husband or children."
Everyone has a bad day once

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

in a while, but someone with
Alzheimer's can exhibit rapid
mood changes — from laughter
to tears, or calm to tears to
anger — for no apparent reason.
Also, a person with Alzheimer's
will put things in inappropriate
places: an iron in the freezer, or
a wristwatch in the sugar bowl.
The memory loss, confusion
and disorientation described in
these examples are common
symptoms of dementing illness
— the most common of which is
Alzheimer's disease. Hbwever,
depression, nutritional deficiencies, drug interactions or intoxication, and thyroid imbalances
can cause similar symptoms.
The same symptoms are also
associated with stroke, Huntington's disease, Parkinson's
disease, Pick's disease and
AIDS.
It is important to consult a
physician if you recognize these
symptoms. Sometimes they are
reversible with a physician's
care. Even if the diagnosis is
Alzheimer's disease, help is
available to learn how to care
for the person with dementia,
as well as finding help for the
caregivers in coping with these
sometimes stressful circumstances.
•• *
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We have been -thfrugh th,s
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IF MOM *ALL TAKE
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To order "How to write Letters for All
Occasions," send a business-sized, self-

addressed envelope, plus check or money
order for 83.96 ($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear
Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, tn. 61054-0447.(Postage is
included.)

DR. GO7T
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

4
,-

CATHY
_
ALEX LIVE5 IN A cRunita‘i
HE HAS A ROOMMATE WITH
APARTMENT W(TH 575 WORTH
HAWK A CD IRAGK FULL Of
Of FURNITURE AND A
ZrROUPS I NEVER HEARD Of...
illS,000 SOUND SYSTEM..
AND HE HAN6S AROUND WITH
&BUNCH Of DATELESS BODYBUILDERS WITH PART-TIftlE
ZOBS AT THE VIDEO STORE!

TM A MATURE, iNTELLI6ENT,
CONDOMINIUM-OVJNING SUSIMESS PERSON r WHAT 4/42
DOING GETTING INVOLVED
WITH A MAN WHO GOES TO
WORK IN TENNIS SHOES??!

WEU.,
THERE
15
THAT.

LOVE
CONQUERS
MOST. Efx0
06LITERATES
EVERYTHIN& ELSE.

ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

why"

54 You and
55 Less fresh
57 Selected
59 Make happy
60 Biblical king
1 — measles

2 Altitude
(abbr
3 Electrical unit

wine valley

2

4 Appear

3

4

5

8

11
15

20

23

24

29
32

UUU243

33

34
37

27

31I

43
42UU1

creator
4UUU

45

as

47

49

il

SO

hi

52
ill

•UU
541,

Id

IIII
il

19 Exploiting
21 Sailboat
24 Wise saying
26 Madrid's
country
29 Long poems
31 Plant disease
33 Dancer Fred

31 IIIII 35 Cries
38 Fill with air
37 Head covers
39 Chewed
40 Red Sea
39 40
Country
43 "Twin PeekS"

dUUUU
41

PusSian ruler
(var )

10

22

30

35

55

9

17

UUU21
25

28

$:)U DON'T CA:M.4
RA8IT5 BY PANDINE,
OUT LITERATURE

8

—N3 Columbus'
ship
10 Crocheted
blanket
11 13 to 19
13 Periods of
time
16 Former

13

18

19

(lAMAT
ARE YOU
DOiN61
4-

7

12

14

PEANUTS

5 Handle
6 More in need
of vacuuming
7 Inspector
General
(abbr
8 Boxer
Muhammad

DOWN

30 Unlocks
again
32 California

1

RE]

TIE
CZ A
TOP
NIL
RETIA
HAS
T I EROD ()LAMENT
NAU CELLS
WETS
LO Y OlE L D
HEY 01 I_ Ira ASHE
IR
GARLAND
AR
MIME
AILS
TSE
S GO T 0 SC 3E A K
RIVEN' TIL
EDITOR
E A GINE S
TIN
ISNOUI ENT
CIO
DEANO REV
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38 Mitts —
41 Engineer's
deg.
42 Outer
44 Not any
45 Historic
period
47 Woodland
deity
49 Scottish cap
Peel
50
52 "Ours — —
to reason

28 Slyly
malicious

GAR FIELD

Answer to Previous Puzzle

34 Bellow
35 Mischievous

1 Whoopi
Goldberg film
6 Princess —
11 Fasten with
rope
12 Make more
unsightly
14 Hesitation
sound
15 Encounters
17 Author of
"Picnic"
18 Australian
bird
20 Ships poles
22 Exclamation
of triumph
23 Space agcy
25 Follows
closely
27 Arabic (abbr

II

48 Russian sea
48 Architect
Mies van der

hi• 51 Guido s high
note
53 Rocky hill
SG "— to,
Brute
58 Therefore

DEAR DR. GOTT: Do you have
updated information on fibromyositis"
I understand there is no cure or treatment that will make the symptoms
disappear forever
DEAR READER: Fibromyositis.
more correctly termed "fibromyalgia."
causes achy. stiff muscles and tendons. The disorder is grouped with
other "rheumatic" afflictions, such as
polymyalgia and rheumatoid arthritis
No one knows why fibromyalgia has a
predilection for females and appears
to be related to anxiety. depression
and stress. Symptoms are, as doctors
say, "non-specific" sore muscles
without other organ involvement.
Although not a hazard to health, the
disorder is worsened by over-use of
muscles and may be associated with
other troublesome conditions, such as
irritable bowel syndrome Almost any
muscle can be affected, but those .of
the back neck and shoulders are most
commonly involved.
The diagnosis is one of exclusion,
meaning that other, more serious diseases, such as lupus. must first be
ruled out by blood tests.
Treatment includes heat, antiinflammatory drugs llndocin,
Voltaren and the like), gentle exercises, massage, acupuncture. antidepressant medicine (when appropriate), improved sleep, and - most
important - reassurance that
fibromyalgia will not adversely affect
health.
Symptoms frequently disappear,
only to return months or years later
Therefore, it is impossible to assess
any single therapy as being "curative." In general, symptoms can be
adequately controlled using the methods I described.
DEAR DR. GOTT- I was recently
told I have H. pylori bacteria growing
in my stomach. My doctor Itopes to
treat it with antibiotic suspension.
Where do the bacteria originate and
how would I have gotten theft in my
stomach?
DEAR READER: Many peptic
ulcers appear to be caused by bacteria called "H. pylori." The reason for
this is unknown; no one knows where
Ow bacteria originate and why some
people are especially affected by
them Anybody who has recurring or
persisting peptic ulcers should have a
blood test for H. pylori infection,
which is treated with a combination of
antibiotics and bismuth (PepteBismol).
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Peptic Ulcers." Other readers who would like a copy should send
$1.25 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O Box 2433,
New York, NY 10163 Be sure to mention the title
NK NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Local 4-H club awarded grant
The Calloway County 4-H Club
has been awarded a SI.800 grant
under a new program admmisamed
by the Kentucky Department of
Agriv ulture.
The funds will be used to rebuild
an exisung greenhouse and grow
plants for
Dav id Foley,

r!
,

•

Among 96 project, proposals w hich
were submitted (ti the firm year ol
the program, 44 were approved for
funding totalling $59,506. The
inaxvniun amount allowed under
program guidelines as $3,000.
Agriculture Commissioner Ed
Logsdon said the large number of
applicants underscored the need for
qctle gosemment to assist local
youth organizations
'Our 4-H and ETA leaders have
some great ideas for encouraging
our young people to become in solsed in agriculture and k:ornmunity development, hut these
ideas often are stifled because of
lack of asailable funds,- Log'.don
said.
"We are pleased to have the
opportunity to pro.ide some degree
of assistance on the kx:al ley el. 9v.e
wish we could have funded all of the
proposed projects, but we had to
lung this to an amount which did not
exceed the interest earned on the
,
fund.",
The progran,received approval
from Farmers Home Administration
(which oversees the Rural Rehabilitation Fund), the state Finance and
Administration Cabinet and the
Kentucky General Assembly.
Logsdon said this would be an
AMY WE.SCataa094fe
on-going program.
7 *nes
• •
Calloway County High School Principal Jerry Ainley, left congratulates
"We hope to be able to help an
Michael Haney for being named a Nahoral Merit Scholarship finalist.
even larger Ol'timber of organizations
next year," he said. "We will place
--special-emphasis-ivrthoie-whmthdr.
not receive a grant this year. but we
also want to continue to support
those who prove to be successful
with this year's projects."
Michael - A. naney is among
Roger Haney of Murray. At Callo1400 • )(Rung men and women
way County High School he has
named National Meru Scholarship
been a member of the Speech Team,
Hello
finalist- -to-the .
..
24otti
Ment - 'qualifying for the National Forensic
Stranger!
Program of the National Merit
League National Tournament for
Scholarship Corporation. He now
three years. Throughout his school
Searching for answers to all
has the opportunity to conunue in
those who/whid/where questkins
career. Haney has been involved
about your new city?
the 1994 competition for 6,500
with- the Boy Scout program. In
merit Scholarships
As WELCOME WAGON RepNovember, he was presented the
resentative, it's my job tahalp you
earned-the de.agnation
- -- Eagle —Simut award, -the highest
get over the hurdles of being a
performance on the Scholastic Aptiaward in scouting.
newcomer
tude Test in November. His Consid"The finalist designation is a
By bnnging you some useul
eration for a National Ment Schocredit to not only the school system
gifts Community into Advice on
larship will be based on these test
and the board of education but to
reliable business in your new
scores in addition to an essay.
Michael and his parents as well.
neighborhood. And more Call
extra-cum:ular aciu lots and reSchool officials are pleased to see
'.:ommendations
Ment Scholars
students recognized for academic
ve, ill be chosen and will be eligibk
ex..ellence." said CCHS principal,
for 1.$00 S2,000 one-time scholarJerry Amley. He aided that being
. ships and 4,300 renewable scholarnamed a finalist "certainly opens up
743. 7
9
"caw*,kahrr. ounans .
ships
some other doors beyond this partiHOG1054 ingsborg
49243411
Haney is the son of Ann and
cular scholarship consideration."
CEA for CH/Youth Development,
submitted the proposal,
Utilizing the annual interest
earned on its Kenuicky Rural Rebabilitautin Fund account, the Agnculture Department last year established the state 4-H and FFA Ggants
Program to assist local projects
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Quality Parts & Service
Competitive Prices
Limited Lifetime
Muffler Warranty
Compare our prices There s no substitute for the assurance of quality,
service and warranty protection you get from your GM Goodwrench
Exhaust Center Added value from the people you know your car best
Itai,s4_the_placalatake your car Of light truck for muffler and exhaust
system service Our mufflers and pipes are designed for your vehicle
engineered and buitt to satisfy strict GM performance standards
and are r1S.talled by GM professionals Come on home to your
GM Goodwrench Exhaust Center well take good care of your car

Haney named finalist

"Try Us For A Change"

f-eronArtr

GM
Startsa
Quiet Revolution.
GM Goodwunteb•Ka.taken'the
guesswork out of replacing your muffler.
Because now you can get an exhaust
stem specifically designed to tit
.y.our GNI car at a great price!

Competitively
price&
Now yoti don't hay e, to
shop around for the best
price while compromising
. quality because our prices
can compete with
any one else's in town!

' Mr. Goodwronele is
OM trained, OM equipped.
our exhaust system will be installed by
a trained GM technician who knows your
GM car better than anyone. And he'll
use onlygenuine)10
GNI parts.

Lifetime guarantee.

&rift te.fit.
You'll get an exhaust system
specifically designed to fit
your GM car—no bending
is required. And. the aluminized. double-wall conStructiorfof GM Goodwrench mufflers resists
rust and corrosion

Every GM Gocidwrench muffler
comes with a limited lifetime
warranty. In addition. pipes
and clamps are warranted for
12 months or 12.000'Miles—
including labor'. See us for
• warranty details. -

Convaniant location.
Were close by. Visit today

ASE
CERTIFIED

mAST111:1 AUTO
TECHNICIAN

be featured in the Murray Ledger & Times
special edition "Miss Spring" to
be published Tuesday, March 22.
Don't miss the opportunity to be included
in this special issue. Call any of our
advertising sales representatives before March 14, 1994.
Mary Ann Orr, Fran Faith, Jennifer Hale
or Stuart Alexander.
753-1916

VISA

WE'RE PUTTING SERVICE
BACK IN THE SERVICE DEPARTMENT AT...

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet • Geo, Inc
Hwy. 641 South

Murray, Ky. • 753-2617

•
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